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Errata
p18, I 15: using a differential equation
p34: Second last sentence should read "The transition probabilities for subpopulation 1 to ha,ve l.
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time ú can be derived by making the following observation.',
p35, I 7: I not k on RHS in equation (8.2)

p39, I 15: qualitative
p67, I 15: mean

p70, I -3: coefficients
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p77,1-9: although
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p130, I 9: allele

p138: "mean absorption timet' should be ,,mean fixation time"
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Summary of thesis

In this thesis I consider the question of fixation probabilities and mean absorption

times for alleles when a population is divided into a number of subpopttlations with

asymmetric migration between the subpopulations. The emphasis of the thesis is on

small populations and conservation genetics.

Initiatly I consider a population which is subdivided into two subpopulations. Non-

symmetric migration is allowed between the two populations and there is no selection.

I use a discrete time, discrete state space, probabilistic model (Wright-Fisher moclel) to

find and prove a general formula for the fixation probability in this case. I then use the

same model to consider the question of mean absorption and fixation times. I compa.-e

the results I obtain with the lesults of other authors and with the low migration linit

approximation of Slatkin (1981).

I extend this model to the case of three and four populations and extend the les-

ults obtained for the two subpopulation case using the same methods as for the ttvo

subpopulation case.

I find a generalisation of the fixation probability result for a general numbeL, tu, of

subpopulations. This result is proved using results from graph theory as well as the

probability theory which was used in the two subpopulation case. The lesult is then

interpreted using graph theory.

Following this I consider a single population with selection acting and fincl general

matrix formulae which the fixation probability and the mean absorption time must

satisfy. These equations are solved analytically fol a specific case.

I then combine the selection of this model with the population stlucture of the

two subpopulation case. Again I obtail general matrix formulae which the fixation

probability and the mean absorption time must satisfy. These are solved numelicall¡'
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and compared with the results of other authors and the single population with selection

case

Finally I consider a population which is not of constant size. Selection is incltdecl

in this model. Initially I consider a population which alternates between tv¡o diffelent

population sizes and find general matrix folmulae which the fixation probability ancl

the mean absorption time must satisfy. These are solved numerically for some simple

cases and compared with a population of constant s\ze N", the effective population

size proposed by Wright (1931). These results are also compared with a diffusion

approximation of this model.

I then consider populations which have a longer cycle and find general matrir

formulae for the fixation probability and mean absorption time. I also consider- a

population which varies randomly according to some unspecified population dynamic

process. General matrix formulae are found for the fixation probability.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

In this thesis I considel theoretical population genetical models that potentiall5, h¿vs

use in the management and conservation of genetic variability. Speciflcally, I will use

population genetic models to consider how ciranges in population structure due to

natural causes or changed land uses and habitat fragmentation affect the conselvation

of genetic variation in wild populations. The quantities considered here as mea,sur-es

of the extent and rate of loss of genetic diversity are the fixation probability, and the

mean fixation and mean absorption times. In tltis chapter I revierv the litetatule and

discuss models by other authors which are of relevance to the to the problems being

considered in the rest of this thesis.

1-.1 Background to relevant models

One of the main reasons that population genetic models have been constructed histor'-

ically is to model changes in the genetic structure of a population with the pulpose

of understanding evolution. Although the basic plocesses of evolution harre l¡een un-

derstood for some time (Darwin, i859), the details of how evolution has acted to
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produce the diversity of life and adaptations which exists today are still a matter of

research. One class of popuiation genetic models which are used to study evoltttiol

assume that the population is large and the question of interest is "How likely is it

that a mutant individual in the population will achieve fixation and how long does this

process take?" In other words, these models are intended to find the rate of evolution

under various sets of conditions. The results from these studies can then be usecl to

compare the feasibility of different theories of evolution by finding which theories can

explain our observations of the rates of evolution. See for example Wright (1931; 1969),

Moran (1962) and Barton and Whitlock (1997).

Other models which have been used to study the process of evolution include ganìe

theory models, see for example Maynard-Smith (1982) and Dawkins (1976; 1982).

This type of model provides little information about the rate of evolution so rvill not

be examined in this thesis.They irave been especially useful in the study of behavioural

evolution and life history "strategies", and have led to the concept of Evolutionary

Stable Strategies.

Genetic drift of neutral alleles is a process which has been shown to be of less

relative importance in evolution than selection of alleles which provide a benefit to the

organism involved. With the exception of small populations, the times to fixation of

neutral genes will be large and thus cannot account for more than a small amount of

change in the genetic composition of a population. In very large populations drift has

almost no effect as it is unlikely that a gene will randomly become frxed in a vely large

population.

In conservation genetics the populations being considered are usually small retnna'nt

populations left as a result of human land management techniques. Genetic drift coulcl

play a large part in'the loss of heterogeneity in these circumstances. Kimula (1983)

wrote
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Furthermore, we shouid not overlook the possibility that some of the

neutral alleles may become advantageous under an appropriate environ-

mental condition or a different genetic background; thus, neutral mutants

have a latent potential for selection . . . To regard random fixation ofneutral

mutants as "evolutionary noise" is inappropriate and misleading.

This means that it is important to consider what will happen to neutral genes as het-

erozygosity provides at least some of the valiation which selection can act on rvhen

circumstances change and a neutral gene confers some selective advantage. Mainten-

ance of heterozygosity is especially important in the case of small populations and in

the case of populations which are fragmented into small subpopulations as this is whele

genetic diversity is at greatest risk from genetic drift.

The loss and fragmentation of large quantities of habitat in parts of the wollcl

has meant that much of the remaining natural vegetation in some aleas is in small,

subdivided areas and hence habitat for many species is norv in small subdivided blocks.

Conservation agencies have become increasingly concerned with the maintenance of

genetic variability in populations under these circumstances (for example, Sampson

et a1.,1988; Falk, 1990; Hickey et a1.,1991; Leary et a1.,1993; Campbell eú al.,,Lgg4),

so as to avoid further loss of genetic variability which could be detlirnental to the long

term survival of the species.

This thesis is concerned with the genetics of these small anc{ subdividecl populations

as a conservation issue. The work presented here also applies to evolutionary genetic

modelling in the sense that maintenance of heterozygosity is an irnportant factol in

evolution (Kimura, 1983).

In this review of the literature I will exarnine the work of other authors which is

relevant to the questions which I will consider in this thesis. Each of the moclels of

othe¡ authors that I consider in this chapter is a single locus model. I will only consicler'
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the haploid version of each model. This means that diploid models with additive

selection are implicitly considered but diploid models with any form of dominance

are not considered. There is no mutation in any of the models used in this thesis as

mutation is not generally important in small populations. Note that as the populaiion

is finite and there is no mutation, all alleles must eventually be either fixed in the

population or lost from the population.

In each of the models considered there are three quantities of interest:

o The probability of ultimate fixation of an allele, here shortened to the fination

probability of an allele. This is used to examine the effect of structure on loss of

heterozygosity.

o Mean absorption time of an allele. The mean time until the allele is either fixecl

in the population or lost from the population. This is a measure of the rate of

loss of heterozygosity.

o Mean fixation time of an allele. The rnean time to fixation in those cases where

the allele is ultimately fixed in the population. This is a ureasute of the late at

which evolution procedes.

The aim of this chapter is to plovide background information on what work has

been done by other authors so that comparisons may be made between their results

and the new results in this thesis.

Each of the relevant models which has been studied by previous authols is describecl

and results which have been delived are plesented. For each model the assttmptions

will be discussed and results given,, first for the case of no selection and then fol the

case of selection.
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1 .1- .1 Notation

For each of the models of other authors which I consider in this chapter, the population

is of size 2N. There are two alleles ,41 a,nd Az with ø representing the numbel of A1

alleles and øe representing the initial number ol A1 alleles. Hence there are initially

2N - ro Az alleles. The selection coefficient is s. The interpretation of s is different for'

each model and will be explained in the description of each model. The valiable u(rs)

represents the fixation probability, ?(øs) represents the mean absorption time, ancl

T"(*o) represents the mean fixation time for an allele initially present in ro indivicluals.

L.2 Wright-Fisher models

The simplest models in population genetics are the models fir'st used by Fisher (1922)

and Wright (1931). The models assume that time is discrete and that the state space

is discrete. Each time point is a generation, so generations ale non-overlapping. The

population contains 2N haploid individuals which is equaivalent to a diploid population

of l/ individuals when there is no selection or rvhen selection is additive. The models ale

stochastic and consider a single locus with two alleles A1 and 42. A new generation

is produced by assuming that at each generation there are a very lalge nurnber of

juveniles born in proportion to the adults in that generation. The bleeding stock for

the next generation are then randomly sampled from this lalge pool of juvenìles, giving

a binomial distribution for the genotypes of the new genelation. Irnmediately befole

timef *l thepopulation has i genes of type Ar. At tiureú*l the existingpopulation

dies and a new generation forms where each individual is drawn ranclomly fi'om an

infinitely large pool of juveniles with proportion ilzN of gene ,4.1, giving a binomial

distribution for the adults in the new geneÌation. This means that the tlansition
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probabilities are

1

- 1 _ 
"-4sN

x'I __'2N
J 2N- j

P;i: Pç*r+t: ilXt- i) (
z

2N

where X¿ is the number of Al alleles in the population at time f.

Much of the early work in the field of population genetics used models of this t5'pe

as well as various continuous approximations to obtain results on frxa,tion pr-obabilities,

rates of loss of heterogeneity and probability distributions of gene fi'equency.

Continuous time and state space approximations to this model are knorvn as cliffu-

sion models and will be discussed in section 1.4. Atthough the full Wright-Fishel mode.l

is simple to describe, it is generally easier to find results using other types of nodel,

such as diffusion models, especially when the assumptions are varied to allow for further-

issues such as selection, dominance, non random mating or population subdivision'

Moran (1960) showed using an exact Wright-Fisher model that the fixation prob-

ability of a gene with selection acting accolding to the selection patameter s is approx-

imatelY: 
t --4N oro

u("0) : :--'"-n *

for somed, wheres/(1 +s) < d I s. If s is smallthen s = 0 and then an adecluate

approximation for the fixation probability is

4strge-
u('o)

The interpretation of s in the Wright-Fisher model is that allele A1 has fitness 1* s

and allele A2 has frtness 1. This can be thought of as a very large (effectivelS' infinite)

number of alleles being born into a pool of juveniles in the proportion (t + s); to l/ - i.

These juveniles are then sampled binomially to make the N adults in the next breecling

generation.
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In the case where there is no selection the fixation probability for allele A1 when

there are initially no At alleles present is

u(ro): hl2N.

L.z.L Mean absorption and fixation times

For the Wright-Fisher model it ìs possible to accurately find bounds rvhich the mean

fixation time for a neutral mutant must lie within. Gale (1990, PaBe 236) gives the

upper bound for the mean fixation tirne as 4N - 2 generations and the lowel bouncl

for the mean fixation time as 4N - | log(2¡f - 1) - 2.0551. It is not possibie to fincl

a general formula for the fixation time using the W.-ight-Fisher moclel when there is

selection. In general, analytic or even approximate formulas for mean fixation or ûfea,n

absorption times are difficult to find for this model.

1-.3 Moran models

Moran (1958) proposed an alternative model which could also be used to consider-the

same questions of fixation probability and mean fixation time. It also assumes that tirne

is discrete and that the state space is discrete. tlnlike the Wright-Fishel moclel, the

Moran model assumes overlapping generations and is formulated as follovrts. At each

time point an individual dies and is r-eplaced by another individual. The remaining

¡{ - 1 individuals are unaffected at this tirre point. The number of A1 indivicluals in

the population immediately before time ú * I is i. An individual dies at time f * 1

and is replaced by an Ar individual with probability il2N and an Az individual rvith

probabitity | - i l2N . So the transition probabitie 
" 

(p;¡ : probability of tlansition from
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state i to state j) are

p¿,;+r

Pi,.i

#(,
(#)
#('

2 o

+
i

(1.1)

Pt,i-t : -2N

in the case where there is no selection. When there is selection acting the transition

probabiities are

(1 + s)i 2N-i)
P¿,;+t (2¡r + si)zN

i(zN - i)
P¡,¿-t

Pi,i

(1 .2)
(2¡l + si)2N

I-p¿,¿+t-pi,¿-r

(1.3)

and the selection coefÊcient can be defined as

P¡.¿+tt+s:
Pi'i-t

so as with the Wlight-Fisher model, s : 0 means that there is no selection. Note

that the interpretation of s here is essentially the same as the interpretation in the

Wright-Fisher case although the mechanism is slightly different. The interpretation of

s is that the likelihood of an Ay allele occurring compared to an A2 allele in a given

generation is about 1 * s times as great as would be expected if there \ryas no selection.

It is also possible to approximate the Moran model by a continuous time, continuous

state space model to obtain a diffusion model. This rvill be discussed in section 1.4

The first quantity of interest is the fixation probability of a gene with initial fre-

quency rsf 2N in the population. Moran (1962) showed that the fixation probabilitl'

for a gene A1 when it has a selective advantage over A2 is

1-(1 +")-"o
1-(1 *s)-zrv

8
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and when s is small

u(ro) =\,- "^-?Å
r-c

When there is no selection

u(øo) : rol2N'

That is the fixation probability of the A1 alleie is equal to the initial frequency of the

Ar allele in the populatìon when there is no selection. This result is the same as \Mas

found for the Wright-Fisher model.

1.3.1 Mean absorption and fixation times

The mean absorption and fixation times for the Moran model can be found by summing

the mean time spent in each of the states other than the absorbing states. The result

in the case where there is no selectiou is due to Watterson (1961) who shorved thai the

mean absorption time for an allele with initial frequency rsf 2N is

r(*o): fl 'z!=:*'Tl'3eii 2N-i ,"*t i

and when ro: I, 
"(1) 

: log(21ú - 1) + 0.5772.

The mean fixation time is found by considering a modified process where only those

paths that result in fixation ale considered. The rrrea,n absorption tirne fol this moclifiecl

process is the mean fixation time for the original process. The mean fixation time fol

the original process then is

T*(rn\: fl g{:j')c +2N - r - ro- \*u/ 
?=, (2N - i)*o

or in the case when Ío : 1, ?-(1) :2N - L.

The result in the case where there is selection is due to Ewens (1963). He shou'ecl

that when the selection parameter is s, the mean time to absorption is

2N 2N-rs 2N-l
sI-IO2N -s ^2N -iò -ò

t P¿,;+t'(szL =- s2N-l)T.(16) :
s

s2N-1

9
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L.4 Diffusion methods

It is often difficult to obtain analytic results using discrete time, discrete state space

models except when populations are small. A simplification which can be usecl is to

approximate a model which operates in discrete time and has a discrete state space by

assuming that both gene frequency and time are continuous variables. The differential

equations which arise from this type of approximation a,te of the same form as the

difierential equations for the diffusion of heat in a solid, so this type of genetic model is

known as a diffusion model. By assuming the population is large it is reasonable to as-

sume the gene frequency is a continuous random variable and by scaling the generation

time it is also reasonable to use a continuous time approximation' Fisher' (1922) rvas

the first author to use a diffusion model. The rnodel he used was a continuous tirrre,

continuous state space approximation to the Wright-Fisher model. Diffusion rnodels

can also be derived from Moran models.

Under the assumption that the population is large and with the generation time

appropriately scaled, it is possible to use a diffusion approximation to the unclell)'ing

genetic process. It is generally much easier to obtain results using a diffusion rnoclel

than it is to obtain results with the original Wlight-Fisher or Mo'-an rrodel. In par'-

ticular, when dominance is introduced into the diploid model it is far ea,sier to use the

diffusion model approach.

The main problem with diffusion process models is that they are an apploxirnation

based on large population size. The results obtained do not necessarily apPl5' when

populations are small which is the palticular problem being investigated in this thesis.

For this reason I do not use diffusion models in this thesis except as colnparisons to

the models which I develoP.

The probability of fixation using a diffusion model was first calculated by Kirnura (1962)
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where allele A1 has relative fitness 1* s and allele A2has lelative fitness 1. As was the

case with the Wright-Fisher models, the probability of fixation of allele Ar with initial

frequency 16 is

'(uo) 
: +- "^--^::;

and again when there is no selection this is equal to

u(øo) : rol2N

Note that the results obtained here are exactly the same as the approxirnate solutions

to the Wright-Fisher model given in section 1.2

L.4.1 Mean absorption and fixation times

The mean absorption time for an allele can be found by calculating the probabilit¡'

density of the mean time spent in each state anf then integrating this over the appr:o-

priate range to get the total expected time spent in sta,tes other than the absorbing

states. Similarly, the mean fixation time can be calculated by considering a modi-

fied process where only sample patirs that flnish with fixation are considered. The

absorption time for this rnodified process is the fixation time for the original process'

Watterson (1961) showed that the mean absorption time for an allele rvith initial

number of individuals rs (that is, initial frequency nslzN) can be calculated explìcitly

using the diffusion model with no selection and is

r(*o): -n*.|#r"s #å + (1 - ffi)r"s(r - #ll
Kimura and Ohta (1969b) showed tirat the mean time to fixation for an alleie rvith

initial number of individuals us when thele is no selection is

(1 -# )iog(1 - #)T"(*o) - -4N"

1i

2N _T



When selection is involvecl it is impossible to find the mean fixation and mean

absorption times analytically and they must be found numetically. The method involves

finding the expected sojourn time for all values of the initial frequency between 0 a'ncl

l. This function is then integrated over (0,1) to find the mean tirne to absorption ol

fixation. Watterson (1961) derives a formula involving integrals for the mean absorption

time of a process with no selection. As an example Gale (i990, PaEe 265) shows that

in the case when the initial frequency is IIZN - the case of most intelest fi-om the

evolutionary point of view - and /f"s > 20 then the mean fixation time is

T.(rlzN): 3.9720 * 2log l/" f 2log s 2N"
¡/s

1.5 Branching Processes

Branching processes were first usecl in population genetics by Fisirer (1922) to determine

the fixation probability of a gene which is initially rare in a large population. The¡'þ¿vs

not been used extensively in the study of population genetics' although Pollak (1966)

derived results for a subdivided population using branching processes. These rroclels

difier from Wright-Fisher models in the way that a generation is produced from the

preceding generation. The Wright-Fisher model assumes that A1 individuals ale plo-

duced binomially in proportion to the number of individuals in the previous generatiol

- efiectively assuming that eacir individual gives birth to a large number of juveniles

and that the new generation is sampled from these individuals. The blanching pÌocess

model on the other hand assumes that each individual from the existing generation

gives rise to a relatively small number of indivudals accotding to some distribution ancl

the new generation is made up combining all of these juveniles. Generaily the popula-

tion size is not assumed to be constant although it can be a,ssumed that the population

size will on average remain consta,nt by assuming that each individual produces on a'\/-

t2



erage one juvenile. As with the Wright-Fisher model, branching process models a'ssume

that time moves in discrete jumps and that the state space is aiso discrete. Gener'-

ations are non-overlapping. The approximation is best when the population is large.

The initial population size is l/. In a branching process model it is assumed that each

individual in the population is haploid, ìs individually propagating, that each indiviual

has 0, 1,2 . .. offspring with probability Po,Pr,P2,. .. and that !; p; : I' This means

that the population size is not constant and can tend towards infinity in the long ntn.

To find fixation probabilities using this model, considel the probability generating

function

f þ) :Dp,*,.
i=0

If there are r individuals in the population in the first generation then the probaliilitl'

of having s individuals in the second generatiol is the coeffi.cent of the dummy variable

z. in (/(u))'.

If there was one Ar individual in the first generation then the p'-obability tliat

there are s Ar individuals in the third genelation is the coefficient of ¿" in Í(Í(*)).

The equilibrium conditions for this process are that f þ) : r and if we denote the

solution for this equation as / then

T-(*o):I-l"o'

If the population is not assumed to be effectively infinite then it can be shown (for'

example, Pollak, 1966) that the fixation probability is

T-(*o):!.-':;
L- ú

which is essentially the same as results derived for other models discussecl previously'

that is,
1 - "-2sto?-("0) : 7- ^-^*
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as e-2" is a good approximation for the solution of r : f @) - €(1+")(r-l) when -s is

small

1-.6 Effective population size

The concept of effectiue population size, usually denoted lty l/", was introducecl by

Wright (1931). It is a useful means of dealing with populations rvhich do not fit all of

the assumptions made in the previous moclels with regard to sex ratios, constancy of the

population size, randomness of mate choice or heritability of fecundity. By consideling

a population with N- males and iV¡ females, where .ðy'- and ,|y'y are not necessalily

equal, Wright showed that this popula,tion lost heterozygosity at a rate equivalent to

a population with equal numbers of each sex and total population size

N' : 4N^N-t 
'"- N^*/ú¡'

The population with .fy'- males and lf females has eflective population size ÄL.

This means that when N* : N ! : |,nf tne effective population size is Iy' - the same

as the actual population size. When .lú- is small and lú¡ is very large, for example

when a dominant male breeds with a herd of ferrales, the effective population size is

4N^. So the population will lose heterozygosity at the same r-ate as a population with

2N,n rnales and 2N* females breeding randomly.

There are several other methods for calculating an effective population size which

are not all equivaient. The above formula can also be obtained by equating the va'-iance

of the population under consideration to the variance of a random mating equal sex

ratio population of size lú". Hence it is known as the uariance effecti.ue popu'lutiort

si,ze. Ãtother similar measure is the inbreedi,ng effectiue population size which can be

useful when it is assumed that there is a la,rge amount of inbreeding in the population
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which may be reducing the genetic variability of the population. This is discussecl ìr5'

Wright (1969) and Ewens (1982) but is not considered further here. Other measures of

efiective population size are also available - see, for example, Nei and Murata (1966).

L.7 Population subdivision

In all of the models discussed so far it has been assumed that the population has

occurred as one single homogeneous population. As one of the major areas of in-

vestigation in this thesis is the genetic effect of subdividing a population into sffrall

subpopulations, I will now examine what other authors have wlitten about subclividecl

populations. Population subdivision has been looked at for three of the four types of

model described above. It is generally easier to find an appïoximate expression fol

the fixation probability of an allele than it is to find an approximate expression for the

mean absorption or mean fixation time of an allele. Upper and lower bounds have been

found for the mean fixation time in a subdivided popuiation by several a,uthors, these

results will now be discussed.

t.7.1, Moran model

A Moran model for a subdivided population rvas first consideled by Maruyarna, (1974).

In addition to the assumptions for the Moran model he assumes tha,t a population

consists of subpopulations between which thele is migration. "Between the bilth-

death events, migration between colonies may occur. There is no restriction on these

processes. The gene frequencies in the whole population are not changed by this, llut

there will be local changes." (Maruyama, 1977 , page 159). He fincls that for the Mora'n
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model, the probability of frxation is

1-(1*s)-z'o 1-e-sro
u(zo) : 

1 - (r +s)-rN- = ; "-**
where the total population size is 2I/. This is the same as the frxation probability foi-

a single population. However, there are seveïal implied assumptious in Maruyarna's

model. Migration between colonies is never quantified by Maruyama and it is not

made clear how or when migration takes place. The way in which the model is set

up essentially means that Maruyama is analysing the case whele there is no long

run net migration between the subpopulations (tliis includes symrnetric miglation).

Under Maruyama's assumptions, migration does not change Sene frequencies ovelall

so effectively he is considering a population stlucture rvhere adults are allocatecl to

a subpopulation in a particular generation and their offspring could be allocated to

any subpopulation in the next generation as there is no restriction on the rnigration

process. It is effectively a single population with a structur-e in the adult phase which

does not affect how genes are passed from one generation to the next.

L.7.2 Branching processes

Pollak (1966) looked at subdivided populations using a Branching pÌocess model. There

are two approaches for calculating the fixation probability. The fllst assumes that thele

is no limit on the population size. Defi.n E Íf ¡ : Prob(the line descended frorn a genr: of

type ,41 becomes extinct I the ancestral gene of the line is in subpopulatiol i). This

can be found by numerically solving the system of equations

.ri: eoiDl¡'--""{"i-t¡ (1 5)

where 1( is the number of subpopulations, a; is the expected nurnber of offspring

surviving to adulthood and pij : Plob(offspring of gene in subpopulation i is in sub-
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population j), that is, the migration probability. The fixation probability is then given

by the formula

P(gene surviveslthere are initially z¡,o Ar genes in subpopulation ¡): I-ri''o .'.ní{'o'

The second approach for calculating the fixation probability using branching pro-

cesses is also due to Pollak (1966). In this approach the population is assumed to be

Iarge and constant with the /ú¿ individuals in subpopulation i. He defrnes a; to be

equal to

the expected number of offspring of an A1 gene in subpopulation i
oq:

the expected number of offspring of an A2 gene in subpopulation i

then the fixation probabilty is given by the expression

T*(rrr...rzN)--
1

Zv
Tt R'

1-"I'...r.#"'
where zr.; is d,efined as in equation 1.5. Pollak points out that in the case whele thel'e

is only one population, this reduces to

T.("):l-"i
L - Tt'

which is very similar to the result derived fot other models such as the diffusion moclel

and the Moran model. In the above notation the result is

T*(",):l#
u, 

"-2(ar-1) 
is a good approximation to zr; when ar - 1 is small'

In the special case where in each subpopulation there is no selection, Pollak (1966)

shows that the probability of fixation is equal to the initial frequencS, in the whole

population, that is,
T!t- , z,

T*(rt,. ..,2w) : ffi
which has been shown also using othel rnodels.

ni
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L.7.3 Diffusion models

Maruyama (1970a; Ig77) Iooked at subdivided populations using a diffusion moclel.

Maruyama shows that the fixation probability in this case is the same as the fixation

probability for a single population' that is,

u(*o):t#
The assumptions used in the first proof by Maruyama (1970a) are that the pop-

ulation is divided into connected subpopulations. Migration does not affect the gene

frequency in the total population although it may affect the gene frequency or.. e\/en

the population structure at the local level. Selection is additive of magnitude s and is

constant throughout the population. The total population size is constant at 21{. It

is not made clear in Maruyama,'s paper when in the life cycle migration takes place.

Essentially a single population is being used as a,pproximation to a subdivided popu-

lation for the same reasons as in Maluyama's Moran model (Maluyama, 1974) - see

section L.7.I.

Maruyama (Lg77) gives a second ploof of this theolem using differential equation.

He assumes that selection is genic and that migration may change the local distribution

of genes and colony size but not the global frequency. Once again there is no rnigration

explicitly in the model. Migration at no stage explicitty a.ffects the transition probab-

ilities or population sizes in the model. Maruyama then uses a time tla'nsformation

based on the heterozygosity in the population to simplify the differential equation that

must be solved and obtains the same expression for the fixation probability as fol the

undivided population.
1 _ o-4sxs

u(*o): i _ 
""_0"*

which is the same as the solution for an undivided population. What Mar-uyama' is

actually finding here is the fixation probability under no net migration. There rna¡r Jls
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migration from one population to another but overall, population sizes will remain the

same in the long run. As with Maluyama's Moran model, because migration does not

effect gene frequencies in the whoie population this model can be thought of a's a single

population which is arbitrarily divided at each generation. Breeding occurs and then

the population is arbitrarily divided again at the next generation but the migration

at no stage affects the gene frequencies in the population. It also does not effect the

expected number of offspring per individual directly or indilectly - it only effects whele

each individual breeds.

I.7.4 Absorption and fixation times

The calculation of absorption and fixation times for a model involving a subdivicled

population is extremely difficult. It has not been attempted for the case of Wright-

Fisher or Moran models and for diffusion processes there are only bounds on the times

rather than exact times.

Slatkin (1981) used a diffusion model to find bounds for the fixation time fol a

subdivided population. Slatkin (1981) assumed that there are n subpopulations each

of size l¡/. Selection and random mating take place in each subpopulation separatel¡'

and migration occurs at the gamete stage. It is also assurned that rniglation is sym-

metric, that is the fraction of gametes that go fi-om population i to population j is

equal to the proportion of gametes that goes from population j to population i for"all

pairs i,f. This means that migration may change gene fi'equencies locally but rvilllot

change the gene frequency in the whoie population. An upper- and lorver bound for the

fixation times are found as follows. The lower bound for the fixation times is the high

migration limit. To calculate the high rnigration limit it is assumed that the subpop-

ulations have migration between them at such a high level that the total population
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can be considered as a single population. The high migration limit is the absolption

time for a single population with size equal to the total of the subpopulations' To

calculate the low migration timit it is assumed that migration decreases towards the

case of r¿ isolated colonies. Migration is sufficiently small that selection and genetic

drift within each subpopulation take place independently of genetic drift and selection

in the other subpopulations. The only role of migration is to introduce new alleles to

subpopulations. That is, because migr-ation is at such a low level, the fixation or loss

of an allele in a subpopulation and migration of individuals from one populatiol to

another are on different timescales. The time between migration events will be lruch

greater than the time to fixation or loss within an individual subpopulation so these

processes can be considered seperately. The separation of the timescales effectiveh'

means that all subpopulations are almost always frxed for one of the alleles. By con-

sidering a new Markov process where the populations are fixed for- either one allele or'

the other and transition events are individual nigrations with transition probabilities

calculated according to which allele the source subpopulation is fixed for, it is possiìlle

to find that the low migration limit is independent of the miglation rates. In the case

where there is initially one subpopulation fixed for allele A1 the flxation probabilit)' is

given by the formula

I - u(N)/r(¡/)
U t - (u(N)/"(¡{))"

11"

z(N) I u(N)

u(N) : u(1ú)

where ,(¡ú) is the probability of ultimate fixation of allele .4.1 in a subpopula'tion of

size N when it is introduced with initial frequency I l2N and u(lú) is the probability of

fixation of allele Az in a subpopulation of size lú when it is introduced with freqttenc5'

IlzN.In this new process the migration parameter, TT¿) Ieplesents the fraction of each

subpopulation which receive a migrant in each generation. The results of l(imura and
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Ohta (1g6ga) are used to find approximations for the fixation tirnes. Fol the case

where the homozygotes have equal fitness it can be shown that the upper bound of the

expected time to fixation (the low migration limit) for the island model is

T-(tl2N\--' / zNmu(N)

and for the stepping stone model is

r.(rl2N) -- 
"#{ú

These two values found using the new Malkov process are for the extrerne population

structures and provide bounds for most othel types of population structure- Slatkin

also compares these results with results obtained using simulation.

1-.8 Cyclical variation in population size

The simplest variation in population sìze to deal with is a detelministic cyclical vali-

ation. This problem is generally dealt with by finding a population with constant size

lüj which has the same effective size as the varying population. Wtight (1939) shorved

that this effective population size is the harmonic mea,n of the effective population sizes

in each generation during the cycle. If the cycle is k generations long and (l{")t is the

efiective population size of the varying population at generation f of the cycle then

The results previously obtained can then be applied to this population of constant

size N!. The fact that the harmonic mean is used to find the effective populatiol size

will cause the effective population size to be more strongly influenced by the smallest

population size than the largest'

1 _!+
N:- k3

1

¡/"
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For branching processes the analysis is more complicated and rather than just sub-

stituting a difierent effective population size, the analysis is redone with the equation

under consideration appropriately modifi.ed. This is discussed by Ewens (1967).

1.9 Other related models

The models considered so fal cover most of the classes of rnodels that have been used

to calculate fixation probabilities and mean fixation times. There ale sorle inte.-esting

variations on these models which have been used and usually involve lelaxing further

assumptions of one of the model types considered so far in this chapter" In this section

I will briefly discuss some other models which are of relevance to this thesis'

It was assumed in all of the models considered so far in this chapter- that selection

is constant throughout the population and constant through time. Ohta (1972) con-

sidered a single population model where the selection coefÊcient changed over tirne.

The average level of selection was assumed to be s. Ohta found that not only is Àr"s

important in determining the fixation probability, but also the ratio sfV",where I'i is

the variance of s, is also important in determining the fixation probability. When the

ratio sf V" is small then the allele acts a,s a neutral allele regardless of the magnitucle of

s. Other authors such as Gillespie (1973) and Jensen (1973) have also considered the

problem using other methods and criticised the methods of Ohta (1972)' Although the

details of their results differ, all of these authors have reached the same basic conclu-

sion. The main result which comes frorn all of these models is that vatiance in fltnesses

is very important in determinìng the fixation proba,bility of a mutant allele sometirnes

even more important than mean frtness.

Tachida and Iizuka (1gg1) consicler a model whele the population is divided into

two subpopulations of sizes l{r ancl ,¡ú2. The level of selection is strong and different
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1.1-0 Deterministic Models

Although they are not str.ictly relevant to this thesis, deteministic models can also

be used in genetical modelling (see for example, Hill, L974). An implicit assuurption

in deterministic models is that populations are large (effectively infinite). When a

population is very large it is not possible to fincl a fixation plobability as the population
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will go to an equilibrium rather than fixation or loss. Deterministic models can onl5'

be used to consider what happens to a population as they approach equilibrium or to

determine what the equilibrium will be.
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Chapter 2

General description of mod,els used

in this thesis

Throughout this thesis I use many different models of populations,, however thele are

some underlying assumptions common to all of these models which a're descr-ibecl in cle-

tail here. A physical interpretation and justifrcation are given for each of these assurìlP-

tions. The model assumptions ale also compared to the modei used by Maruyama (1970a),

because this section is intenclecl to give a clearer picture of how this model is differ'-

ent from models used by other authors and why it can be used to extend the r-esults

obtatined by other authors.

Assumptions

All of the models used in this thesis ale based on the Wright-Fisher Model (Wlight,

1931). Depending on the model, the population may be clivided into a nurnber of

subpopulations, there may or may not be selection and the population may valv i1

size. Any variation frorn the basic model descr-ibed hele will be specified when a
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particular model is used'

The models are discrete in time and have a discrete state space. Each state in the

state space represents the number of aduit individuals present in each of the subpop-

ulations at time l. Each point in time represents a generation so there is no overlap of

generations. This is an approximation for most species as it rvould require that each

generation breeds to create the next generation then dies before the next generation

breeds. In those species where this is an appr-oximation, it will not affect the fixation

probability but will have sorne effect on the fixation time'

One haploid locus is considered and at this locus there are two alternative al-

leles, .4.1 a1,d. A2. There is no mutation as the populations considerecl a,re assumecl

to be small. There is a maximum of one successful migrant from a subpopulation to

any other subpopulation in any gener-ation, this a,ssumption is standard in "classical"

metapopulations, see Hanski and Gilpin (1991). This assumption is made fol r-easons

of mathematical simplicity and can be lelaxed. This makes the calculations substan-

tialty more algebraically complicated but does not change the model conceptually. The

population is considered to be constant in size in the sense that the population has a

constant number of adults at each generation. Where the population is subclividecl the

subpopulations may be different in size but each subpopulation has a constant numbel

of adults over time.

There is migration between subpopulations and this migr-ation is stochastic ancl

asymmetric. The migration occuLs at the juvenile stage of the life cycle. The life cycle

is shown in figure 2.1.

An implicit assumption in the models is that ther-e ate many juveniles prodttc.ecl

by each adult in the population when they breecl and the next gener-ation is randomlv

sampled from these juveniles. This irnplies a close approximation to the binornial

distribution for the genotypes of the adults of the next generation. This approxirnation
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Migration Sampling

Juveniles

Birth

Juveniles Adults

Figure 2.1: The life cycle assumed in this model

is standard in Wright-Fisher models. Clearly in plactice this will not be exact liut in

most situations it will be a close approximation unless infant moltality is very low and

almost all juveniles recruit to the breecling stock. The approximation is very close for'

species with high adult fecundity and high juvenile mortality such as plants, rnan)/

marine species and arthroPods.

The term "juveniles" here can have different meanings depending on the context but

it is always a non-breeding (pre-adult) stage which has the ability to migrate directlt'

or indirectly from one subpopulation to another. Individuals themselves do not have

to move but genes must move between the populations to have migration in the sense

being consid.ered here. For exa,mple, in the case of animals this will be juveniles in the

normal sense of the word, in the case of some marine organisms this rnay be lalvae

being moved by currents, and in the case of plants the two main ways in which genes

can move are as seeds and. as pollen. In the case of plants, a pollenator - an insect o[

bird or the wind - can move genes between the populations without an individual (oÏ
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even a seed) of the plant species of interest ever physically moving.

Where migration occurs it is assumed to be small relative to the population size.

As a result of this, it is assumed that when juveniles migrate from a population this

has no effect on the number of juveniles in the population which they are leaving.

The number of juveniles which actually migrate is not directly specified in the

model, the probability of a migrant used in the models is actually the probabilit)'

of a successful migrant. so juveniles are migrating in proportion to the migration

probabilities and then being sampled with all of the other juveniles in the destinatio[

population. The important thing is that the relative propoltion of juveniles flom each

population is known as this determines the probabilities which ate used to calculate the

distribution of alleles in the next generation. There is a restriction to a maximum of

one successful migrant from subpopulation i to subpopulation j in a given gener-ation

for all pairs of subpopulations (i,j). This is to simplify the algebra and does not

conceptually change the model. It is a leasonable assumption when populations a-.-e

small and migration is low.

Although the model here uses only two alleles, the results can easily be extenclecl

to the case of more than two alleles by consideling each allele separately' For example,

if there are three alleles, Ar, A, and 43, then the flxation probability fol A1 alleles can

be found by thinking of the population as containing A1 alleles and cornbining A2 ancl

A3 alleles. This can then be repeated to find the fixation plobability for alleles A2 ancl

Ae. This method will not work if there is selection as alleles with different selectiotr

coefficients can not be combined.
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2.L Description of models in this thesis

In this section I summarise the models which I use, how these models relate to models

of other authors, and how these models are modified when considering each of the

situations of interest.

The models which I develop differ from the models discussed in chapter 1 in that

they specifi.cally consider small populations and find exact solutions. In some instances

it is even possible to find analytic solutions.

Using an exact stochastic model for a subdivided population I show that the prob-

ability of fixation of a neutral allele is equal to a weighted average of the flration

probabilities in each subpopulation considered separately. I then find a numeric for'-

mula for the fixation probability of fixation in a subdivided population when tirele is

selection acting and show that the probability of fixation is not the same for a, sub-

divided population as it is for a single homogeneous population. Interpretations of the

results and examples are given. Finally I consider a population wirich varies cyclicall¡'

over time and show that an effective population size approximation, lú", Wright (1939)

goves a reasonably accurate prediction of fixation probabilities when comparecl to the

exact stocahstic model.

In chapter 3 I consider a two subpopulation model with no selection and find an

analytic formula for the fixation probability. These results are compared with the res-

ults obtained by other authols. The effect of asymmetric migration and some exa,mples

are considered.

In chapter 4 I consider the same population structure as in chapter 3 and fincl a

general matrix formula for the mean absorption and mean fixation times. This folmula

can be solved analytically for small populations. Numerical examples are given for'

larger populations. This is compaled with the results of other authors fol the case
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when migration is symmetric. The effect of asymmetric migration is also consideÌecl.

In chapter 5 I extend the results of chapters 3 and 4 to the case when there are thlee

and four subpopulations. The formulas for fixation probabilities and mean absorption

times rapidly become more complicated as the number of populations increases but

there are still some informative special cases and examples which can be examined.

Symmetric and asymmetric migration are compared and the relative impor-tance of

edge patches and centre patches is considered.

In chapter 6 I consider a general population structure with rz subpopulations a.nd

use graph theory to find an analytic solution for the fixation probability in this case.

The numbers of terms in the weight coefficients can be very lalge (: ,'"-') so ib is not

possible to interp¡et the general case. However', it is possible to give an interpletation

of the terrns that make up the coefficients using graph theory. Specific ca,ses can a'lso

be considered to give some useful insights into fixation plobabilities in some genela'l

cases.

In chapter 7 I introduce selection to the model. Initially I considel a single popula-

tion with selection acting. This can be thought of as a haploid population or a diploicl

population with additive selection. Once again, explicit formulas can be founcl for srnall

population sizes and a matrix formula is fottnd for larger population sizes which can

be solved numerically. A matrix formula is also found for the mean absor-ption tirne.

This matrix formula is solved numerically for some special cases and its behaviour in

general is discussed. The selection model is then extended to a two population model

and a matrix formula for the fixation probability is found. Some special cases al'e

solved numerically and discussecl. These results are compar-ed with the results of othel

authors who have considered this question usìng other models.

In chapter 8 I consider a single population rnodel with cyclically varyings\ze. Matlix

formula are found and these are compalecl with the results that would l¡e obtainecl
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using the effective population size concept discussed in section 1.8. I also consicler

populations with randomly varying size and derive matrix formulae for the frxation

probability and mean absorption times for a general random process of population size

fluctuation.

Chapter g is a summary of the thesis. I describe the major results of the thesis

and discuss what further work could be done using the models which are used in this

thesis
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Chapter 3

Fixation probabilitY with two

subpopulations

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter I consider the problem of flnding the fixation probabilit)'' for a simple

population structure - a population which is divided into two subpopulations rvith

migration between them. The model used in this chapter has a very simple popula-

tion structure. It is presented p|imaÌily as a step torvards the models rvhich n'ill be

consiclered in later chapters. It is also useful to consider this model a's it has a simpler

state space than the models considered in latel chapters so the results obtained her-e can

be more easily displayed and interpretecl than the results in later chaptels whele the

state space becomes far more complicated. I finct the flxation probability for an allele

when migration is stochastic and asymmetric and there is no selection' The expressìon

that I find for the fixation probabiiity is then cornpared with expressions obtainecl b5'

Maruyama (1970a; 1970b) using a diffusion model, Maruyarna (1972) using a' Mora'n

model, and. slatkin (1981) using a difiusion model. For each of these compa''.'isons I
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only consider the specific case of symmetric migration as each of the models bv other

authors assumes symmetric migration. Tachida and Iizuka (1991) also consider a prob-

Iem similar to this with asymmetric migration using the approach of slatkin (1981)'

They assume weak migration with modest to strong selection' The results I present

here confirm and extend the results of the previous authors using a different method'

Finally the implications of this theorem are discussed and solrle examples of the

application of the theorem are colìsid.ered, inclucling the case of asyrnrnetric rnigÌatiol

which extends the work of the other authors mentioned previously'

3.2 DescriPtion of model

The mathematical model used is a two population version of the model desclibed ill

Chapter 2. Further to the assumptions outlined in Chaptet 2, theÌe is no selec'tion

and the two subpopulations are of consta[t size Nr and ÀIz' Migratiorr is allorvecl

between the two popuiations and the mean nurnber of migi-ants f'-om subpopulatiol

1 to subpopulation 2 in agiven generation \s ¡'ttz, the mean nurrrbeÌ of rnigr-ants fl-om

subpopulation 2 to subpopulation 1 \s p2r' The state variable in the model' (xt'ltt)'

is the number of alieles of type A1 present in each subpopulation at a given time'

f , wher-e xt is the number present in subpopulation 1 and li is the numbel present

in subpopulation 2. I also assume that X¿.'1 lXr,Y and. Y1..1lX,Y are indepenclent

- this follows from the fact that sampling of jr.rveniles within one subpopulation is

independent of sampling in the other subpopulation'
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Figure3.l:Diagramaticrepresentationoftlremodel

3.3 Transition Probabilities

In this section I witl derive the transition probabilities for subpopulation 1 and state

the tr.ansition probabilities for subpopulation 2. The numbe.- of successful migrants

that move between the subpopulations in a given gener-atiorr is a r-andom Variable' The

distribution of this random variable has a Bernoulli distribution as there is either' 0

or 1 migrants in each direction in each genelation. The rnean number of successfttl-

migrants from subpopulation 2 to subpopulation I in a gene.-ation \s l-tzt wìrich is also

the probability that there will be a rnigr:a.nt f'..om subpopulation 2 to subpopulation

1 as the random variable has a Bernoulli distlibution. The numbel of mig'-ants from

subpopulation 2 to subpopulation 1 in genelation ú is denoted by the ÌalìdolTr varìable

M,,(t),, so E(Mz{t)) : t,,,. The number of these migrants rn'lrich lrar,e Ar alleles

is denoted by the random variable A,IiJt). The transition probabilities can then be

derived by noticing that foÌ subpopulation 1 to have k Ar alleles at tine ú t I when

the subpopulations at time ú contain xr ancl )/¿ individuals respectively' If there aÌe

*,rr(t) successful migrants from subpopuiation 2 with the Ar allele where nz'rt(t) is an

observation of the random valiable MLrU) thele must be k - nt'rr(t) inclividuals botn
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in subpopulation 1 with the Ar allele which then become adults in subpopulation 1

So, using the abbreviations "migs" for migrants and "indivs" for individuals,

P(Xr+t : IclX, -- i,,Y: j) t P(m|r(t f 1) migs from pop 2 with A1 allele,
ryt=orI

k - m'rr(t f 1) indivs from pop 1 with Ar allele).

(3 1)

An analagous argument holds for the distribution of Y¿a1 ancl

P(Y+r : llXt: i,Y: i) t P(m'rr(t { i) migs fi'om pop 1 with A1 allele'
mt=O,L

k - m'rr(t * 1) indivs from pop 2 with Ar allele).

(3 2)

3.4 Fixation probabilitY

Theorern L The probability of firation of an, allele, when the it-¿itial nurnber o.f alleles

present is ns in subpopulation 1 and ys in subpopulation 2 is

, \ ptzro*þuvo
0(l0r AO) : --- * 

-

urzlvl * pztNz'
(3 3)

Proof To simplify notation, let

P(i, j;k,l)

using the independence of X¡¡1|Xr,11 and Y¿a1lXr,l|'

The probability that the Ar allele will be fixed in the whole population frorn a given

starting state, (i, j), is equal to summing the probability that the first transition is to

state (k, /), over all states (k,t), and that fixation then occurs from state (k,l). Written

: P(Xr+, : k,Y+t -- llX,: i,Y: j)'

: P(Xr+, : klXt: i,Y: j)P(Y+t: ilXt: i,Y: j)

(3.4)

(3 5)
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mathematicallY this is

P(frxation from (i, j)) : 
Ð, ",,U, 

j) -+ (k' f ))P(fixation from (k' ¿))

Nr Nz

o(i, i): t Ð r(¿, j;k,t)a(k',t)
lc=O l=O

of
(3,6)

Using equation 3'5, equation 3'6 can be rewritten as

o(i, i)= I f "1",*, 
: klxt - i,Y: fiP(Y+' -- tlxt -- i'Yt : )a(k'l) (3.7)

substituting the solution from equation 3.3 into trre left hand side of equation 3'7 gives

And substituting equation 3.3 into the right hand side of equation 3'7 gives

Nr Nz ¡\ ñ/r, ttv : t/ 
-;\r.h.s : t t P(X+r : lîlxt : i,Y, -- i)P(Y'+' : llXt: 'i'Y -- i) ,r#t";Lk

lc-O l=O

-Ë Ë P(xt+r: klxt: i,Yt: fiP(Y+' : Ilxt -- i''Y : i) þnl
A/.FnNt I Ltzt

lc=O J=O

l=O

lc=o

lc=0 l=O

Nr

Ip(x,*, : klxt = i,Yt: i)¡þ, ¡ *rNrå",n'*' 
: tlxt -- i'\/' = ¡¡

k=0 Nz { - ; v, - ;\ l"'l 
-= l"(",*, : klx¡: i,Y1: j)

+tp(li+ t : Ilxt: i.,Y: i)-rrrNr l przrNz!.=o

Nr .. [tnk
lP(xtl - klxt: i,Y - J)l;ñrl t rrN,

N, ., FzJ
+DP(U*,: llXt: i,Y: i) *ffi

l=o

: t(#t*tx,: i,Y: i) + n(^#il;;ñ;tX,: ¿,Y: i)

lttz Dt v tv. - i y. = 
'' l"tzt 

=E(Y+rlX, 
: i,Y: i)': -.-----------_-- )

þnNt* r.rztr\zù(X'+'lx' 
: i'Yt : ¡¡ + 

^#ï,"'nq(Y+tlxl 

: i'Y'

(3.8 )
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Now it remains to calculate the expected values in the above expression and sub-

stitute them into equation 3.g. The expected value of Xr+r can be calculated using its

conditional distribution and the definition of the transition probability given in equa-

tions 3.1. The assumption that not all juveniles recruit to the breeding stock means

that the juveniles which are recruited' to the breeding stock (the only ones which we

are interested in) are essentially randomiy d.rawn from a large pool' so the binomial

distribution is a fair approximation to the distribution of juveniles which rec'uit to

the breeding stock. (Note: it is not necessaÌy to use the binomial distributiol for-

the proof to work, all that is requiled is for the d'istribution to have expected llulfl-

ber of Ar individuals equal to subpopulation size times proportion of At in lelevant

subpopulation.)

In generation ú * 1 the observed number of successful miglants from subpopulation

2tosubpopulationlism2l(t*1).InthiscaseX¿alhasconditionaldistribution

X+tlXt - i'Y - i'*"(t $ 1) rnigs from pop 2

- Bin(Nt - *rr(t+ 1), i/Nl) ! Bin'(m2'(t + r)' ¡ lNz)

and when there arc rnzr(t{ 1) migrants from subpopulation 2 to subpopulation 1 in

generation t, Xt.Fthas expected value corrditional on the number. of migr.ants of

< \\ i(lú, - -r(l lÐ * imrt(t * l) 
.

E(Xr*rlM2ít+1) : nt21(t +1)) : T-- N,

So the unconditional expected value of X¿11 is

E(Xt+t) E (E (X t+rlnumbel of migrants) )

and analogously using equation 3'2'

E(y+r) : ('-ffi) i+ffit
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Substituting the expected values back into equation 3'8 gives

I ^ñir;tl 
t(' - ffi), * #;¡). | *#î¡,*l t(' - ff)' * ffolr.h.s

p,ni I Pzti

FnNt * PztNz

as required-

n

3.5 Discussion

The first important conclusion from theorem I is that the probability of fixation of a

neutral allele is not equal to the initial frequency in a subdivided population unless

migration is symmetric, tlrat is, unless l'Ltz : [tzt, This result holds irrespectir,e of

whether the population sizes ai-e equal. This is consistent rvith Maruyama (1970a;

Ig72) who showed that in the case where rnigr.ation is syrrrmet,'-ic, fixation probabil-

ities are not affected by subdividing the population. slatkin (19s0) also sh'owed that

fixation probabilities are independe ú or ¡t;¡ (migration parametets) when migration is

symmetric. The result is a confirmation of the work of Maruyama and slatkin using

another method.

TheresultinSection3.4isageneralisationoftheresultsoftheseother.atrtlrors

to the case where migÌatio[ is asytnmetlic ancl is a solution to a mot-e general pi-oll-

Iem than that tackled by previous authors. when there are trvo subpopulations rryith

asymmetric migration, thele \s a sourcesubpopulation alìd a sink subpopulation' The

terms,,source"and."sink"havebeenusedbydifferentauthorstomeandifferentthings

(Pulliam, 1988, Tuck and Possingham, 1994)' In this context a subpopulation which

is a net exporter of individuals fol any r-eason is called a soulce' A subpopulation
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which is a net importer of individuals for any reason is called a sink' some authors

have an implicit or explicit assumption that a source subpopulation is an exporter'

because it produces excess juveniles due to high fecundity whereas the defrnition usecl

here includes the case where a subpopulation with average fecundity exports more in-

dividuals for other reasons, such as prevailing winds' I also introduce the iclea of a

rnigration ratioinsubsection 3.5.1. This is a measure of the relative flow of indivicluals

between subpopulations and. is important in determining the fixation probabilitv rvhen

migration is not sYmmetric'

3.5.1 The "migration ratio"

Here I introduce the idea of the migration ratio. First, the result from theo'-em 1 is

rewritten as

o(ro,yo) : ffir, (3.9)

where^|:tlz|ltll2.Thephysicalinterpretationfor.yisamigrati,onratio,Theabsoltrte

values of ¡trz artd Ltzt are not important in determining the fixation probability' the

important quantity is the ratio between them. The migration ratio, ')" suÍrmalizes the

way in which Frz and Fzr determine the fixation pÏobability' The qualititave effects of

varying 1 canbe seen by rearranging equation 3'9 to give

a(ro,vo) : (M+h)fr . (M*¡6)ä
: (M+F;)fi*('-^r+',)ä

so the frxation probability is a weighted average of the initial frequency in the trvo

populations. The weights adcl to 1 and the function À[/('nú1 +'/Iv'?) is a monotonic

functionofTwhenl)0,
¡ú1

F;# -+ las 7 -+ o
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N1 -+ 0as1-+oo
Nr + rNz

In the case where .,1 - I(symmetric migration), the initiat frequencies øo/Nr and yof Nz

are weighted in proportion to the subpopulation sizes ancl the fi'xation probability is

equal to the initial frequency in the whole population' A' 'y increases the weight of

subpopulation 1 will decrease and the weight of subpopulation 2 will increase' so if

1>1(1,,'>1.¿rz)andSenestendtoflowfrorrrsubpopulation2tosubpopulationl,tlrerr

subpopulation 2 is relatîvely more important in determining the frxation probabilit5'

than subpopulation 1. This means that subpopulation 2 receives a greater weight than

population 1.

Similarly,ifl<7(¡ltz>Fzt)thenindividualstendtoflorvfromsubpopulationl

tosubpopuiation2,andhencesubpopulationlisrelativelymoreimportantirrc{eterm-

ining the fixation probability than subpopulation 2' This means that sttbpopulation 1

receives a greater weight than subpopulation 2'

This shows that the value of 1 can have a substantial impact on the fixatio[ prob-

abilities even though the number of migrants between subpopulations is at most one

per generation'

It also follows that because the fixation probability is a weighted average of the

initial frequency in each population and the weights sum to 1' the value of the frxation

probability for the subdivided population is between the initiar freq'encies i' trre trvo

populations.

3.5.2 ExamPles

Example Lz If þtn : l-L2r (r : 1) and lú1 - l{2 - f¡I

ro*Uo
o(ro,ao)=-2N-,

then the fixation ProbabilitY is
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produce difierent numbers of potential migrants' In each of tirese situations the sub-

population which produces more migrants is relatively mo-r-e important in determining

which allele will eventually become frxed in the whole population'

Example 4: A more extreme example is when migration is only in one direction'

suppose that subpopulation 1 is a sour-ce and subpopulation 2 is a sink' then þzt:0

and ¡,r,rz ) 0, so .y = 0. This means tlrat the probability of frxatiorr of the Ar allele is

rs{(Uxgs) rsro*(0xegl
d(Í0, uo) : ¡1llotT; - N,

which is equal to the initial frequency of the Ar allele in subpopulation 1' the sour..ce

subpopulation. Note that this is also equal to frxation probability in subpopuiatioil 1

considered seParatelY'

Example 5: Paradoxically, if sttbpopulation 1 is much la'-ger than subpopulation

2, then subpopulation 1 may actually have the greatest effect on the fixation prob-

ability even if there is net migration from subpopulation 2 to subpopulation 1' That

is, if l/r >> ¡ú, and ¡-lzr ) l/tzthen the initial fi-equency in subpopulation 1' z6/A11'

may have a larger weight than the initial frequency in subpopulation 2) yof N2t even

though genes tend to flow from subpopulation 2 to subpopulation 1' so even though

subpopulation 2 is a source and subpopulation I is a sink, subpopulation I will have

a greater efiect on the fixation probability for the whole population' F''-om the biolo-

gical point of view, subpopulation I will be less afiected by immigrants as thev rvill

form a small proportion of the large subpopulation. Migrants from subpopulation 1 to

subpopulation 2 will have a relatively larger effect on that subpopulatio[ even though

they occur less often

In figure 3,2 the initial frequencies are fixed at 0'8 in subpopulation 1 and 0'2 in
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Figure 3.2: Model with Nl - cNz for c : 0.5,1,2. Graph shows the probability of

fixation of allele A1 for varying values of .y, when initial frequency of Ar is 0'8 in

subpopulation 1 and 0'2 in subpopulation 2'
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Figure 3.3: Model with lúr - Nz for ys - 0,0.5, 1. Graph shows the probability of

fixation of Allere when initiar frequency is 0.5 in subpopulatio' 1 and varying migration

ratio, 'y.
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subpopulation 2. The frxation probability is given as a function of the migration ratio'

1 for three different ratios of the subpopulation sizes, c' Note that for each value of c'

the frxation probability is closer to the initial frequency in subpopulation 1 when'y is

low and closer to the initial frequency in subpopulation 2 when 7 is high' This graph

also shows that if subpopulation 2 is larger than subpopulation 1 then' for the sarne

value of 1, the fixation probability is closer to the initìal frequency in subpopulation 1

than the initial frequency in subpopulation 2'

In figure 3.3 the populations are equal in size' The initial frequency in popula'tion 1

is fixed. at 0.5, and the fixation probability is shown as a function of "y for three different

values of the initial frequency in population 2' This graph shows that when thele is

more migration from population 1 to population 2 the fixa'tion probabilìty is closel to

the initial frequency in populatio' 1 and wrren trrere is more migratio' from populatio'

2topopulationlthefixationprobabilityisclosertotheinitialfrequerrcyinpopulation

2. That is, the population which produces the most migrants has the greatest elÌect on

deciding which gene will eventually be fixed' Note also that when the initial frequency

is the same (0.5) in each population then the overall fi-xation probability is also equal

to 0.5, regardless of migration rates and subpopulation sizes'

3.6 Conclusions

The theorem presented here ploves that in a subdivided population' the fixation plob-

ab'ity of an a[ere does not depend onry on its initiar frequency in the entire populatio'

but on its initial frequency in each subpopulation, the size of each subpopuiation alld

the rates of migration between the two subpopulations' The over-all conclusions aÌe

that in general,
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i) the subpopulation which procluces the most migrants has the greatest effect on

the fixation ProbabilitY,

ii) larger subpopulations have a greater efiect on the fixation probability thalì srnalle|

subpoPulations,

iii) the absolute magnitude of the migration parameters'' llr2 and p'2¡' are not im-

portant in determining bhe fixation probabiiity. The ratio, ', : ¡t'zrlF12, of tire

migration parameters is the irnportant quantity'

Notethatwhenllr-__Fzt:0theproblemisnotmathematicall¡,defrnedastlrer'e

is an absorbing state which is not frxation or loss if the system goes to the state where

one subpopulation is fixed for.. one allele and the other subpopulation is fixed for the

other allele. Biologically this is the case when two subpopulations exist in isolation

and become fixed for different alleles'

This modet will be discussecl and cleveloped further in chapter 4 where mean ab-

sorption and fixation times of alleles will be considered' The rnodel will be extenclecl

to the case of more than two subpopulations in chapter 5 and selection will be acldecl

to the two subpopulation model in chapter 7'
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Chapter 4

Mean absorption and fixation times

with two subPopulations

4.L Introduction

In this chapter I investigate the mean time to abso'-ption and the lnean time to frxation

of an allele in a population which is divided into two subpopulations when there is no

selection. The model assumptions are the same as the rnodel assumptions usec{ to

calculate frxation probabilities in chapter 3'

There are three time quantities that are of interest when considering the su'-r'iva'l

of an allele in a population. These are the mean times to fixation, loss and absoÌptiol'

Each of these quantities can be used to colnpa,re the rate of evolution unrler clifferent

population structures \ /ith difierent rates of migration between tire two populations

(Kimura, 1983; Hastings and Harrison, 1994; Lande and Barrowclough, 1987)'

The quantity which I consìder first is the mean time to absorption of an allele'

This is of interest when the main question unde'- consideration is the late of loss of

heterogeneity in the population. A cluestion of relevance to conservation genetics is
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the rate of loss of variability which is aÌready present in the population (I(imu.-a,

1983; Hastings and Harrison, 1994; Sampson eú ø/', 1988; Templeton et al', 1990)'

Of particular interest here is the effect that different population structures ha've on

the mean absorption time and hence the mean rate of loss of genetic variation undel

different population structures. This will hopefully provide some insight into the effect

that difierent management options would have on the loss of genetic variability. One

of the major questions in conservation management is how to spread resouÌces - is it

better to have a single large reselve or several small reser-ves? (Margules and Austin,

1990; Walters, 1991; McKelvey et al., 1992). The effect that habitat fr:agmentation

and loss has on the level of genetic variability in a population is a rela,ted question

of concern. These issues have been considered by many authors, (for example Lande'

1988; Templeton et al., 1990) but generally using population dynamics rather than

population genetics'

In studies of evolutionary theory the mean time to fixation is the quantity of interest.

Specifically the mean time to fi,xation of a muta,nt allele with frequency 7f 2N. This is

because an evolutionist is intelested in the rate of genetic change frorn the present state.

The rate of evolutionary change is cletermined by the rate of production of mutant

alleles, the probability of fixation of a mutant allele, and the mea,n tirne to fixation

of those mutant alleles which become fixed. This quantity has been considerecl rvhen

analysing the neutral theory of evolution although the effect that populatio[ structttle

has on the mean fixation time is nob usually considered. In contrast, conselvation

geneticists are interested in the mean absorption time, that is the the rnean tirre to

fixation or loss of an allele (Lealy et al., 1993; Lande, 1988; Meffe and vrijenhoeli'

lggg). This is because both fixation and loss of an allele are a loss of heterogeneitv.

The analysis for the mean fixation time is exactly analagous to the analysis fot' the

mea,' absorption time. The rnean absor:ption tirre is considered hele in mo,.-e detail as
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it is of most relevance to loss of heterogenity, the question being considered.

4.2 Description of model

The model assumptions used here are exactly those used in the calculation of the

fixation probability and are described in section 3'2'

4.2.I Models for mean absorption and mean fixation tirnes

To calculate the mean time to absorption or fixation of the Ar aliele it is necessâr1r ¡o

specify the state of the system at each generation. The state of the system is descr-ibed

as follows: if at time I there arc i At alleles in subpopulation 1 and j A1 alleles in

subpopulation 2 then the state of the system ìs (X', Y) : (i, i). This rneans that ther-e

are (Nr + t)(¡f, { 1) possible states in the system'

In the calculation of mean absorption times, both (0,0) and (l{r,À¡2) are absor-bing

states so ther.e are (Iúr + fX¡f, + 1) - 2 transient states and 2 absorbing states in

the system. The modified process usecl to calculate mean absorption times will be

discussed in section 4'3.

In the calculation of mean fixation times the state (lút, lúr) is an absorbing state but

the state (0,0) is removed from the system as we are only interested in those cases that

resultinfixationofthealleleof interest. Inthiscasethereare(lú1+t)(¡rr+1)-lstates

in the system of which (¡ú, + 1)(^r, + 1) - 2 are tralsient and one is absotbing. The

modified process used to calculate lrean fixation times will be discussed in section 4.5.
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4.3 Calculation of mean absorption time

In this section I will derive equations for the mean absorption time. I define 71;,¡¡

to be the expected time to absorption from state (i,j). The transition probability,

P(i, j;k, /), is defined in equation 3.4. Let A be the set of absorbing states for the case

under consideration (in this case "4 
: {(0,0), (¡/t, 

^¡r)}) 
then the following relationship

can be established between the ?1;,;¡'s:

TU,ù 1+ t P(i,,i;lc,l)T6,t¡ for(i, j) Ç A

0 for(i,j) e A (4 1)

whichisasetof(lúr+tX¡fr+1)-2linearequationsin(Iúr+t)(¡fr+1)-2unknowns.

The equations can be rewritten in matrix form with T : the vector- of expected

times to absorption in the following format-

?(o,t)

T(o,z)

71o,rvr)

?(t,o)

?(r,t)

(lc,l)É,4

T_

And P is the transition matrix,

(4.2)

?tt',tr-t¡
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P1o,r)-+(o,r)

P1o,z)-+(o,r)

P1o,r)-r(o,z)

P1o,z)-+(o,z)

P1o,t¡*1l{r,lv, -t ¡

P1o,z)-+(Nr,Nz-1) (4.3)

P-

P1N,,wr-r¡*{o,r) P(Nt'lv'-t)t(o'') P1rur,ru, - r¡-t(Nr,Nz - r)

The order that the states are listed in is not important provided the same orde'- is

always used

Then, (4-4)T:1+PT

which can be rearranged to give the fo'owing formura for calculating the absorption

times for a given transition matrix' P'

r:(r-P)-t1

Ingeneralitwillbeextremelydifficulttosolveequation4.Sanalyticallvasit

involves inverting o (Nr +1xtü'? +1) -2 by (N1 +1)(N'+1) -2 square mat'-ix' The

formula can usually be evaluated numerically for fixed values of each of the patametets'

evenwithlflandN2reasonablylarge.Gale(1990)givesananalyticformulafottrpper

and. Iower bounds of the mean frxation time in a single popuiation but a general analytic

solution is impossibre. solutions have also been found for other types of mocrel (see

Watterson, 1961; Ewens' 1963; Kimura and Ohta' 1969b; Gale' 1990)'

4.4 Some examples

In this section I will give an explicit solution for equation 4'5 foÌ the case Nt - Nz :2'

I witl then give numerical solutions for a more complicated case and compare the results

obtained with the absorption times for the equivarent single popuration' This 
'esult 

is

also compared with an approximate result by Slatkin (1981)'

(4.5)
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4.4.L An analYtic examPle

In this example I evaluate equation 4.5 for the case where ¡ú - Nz - 2 and Fn :

llzt:ptogiveanexampleofhowcomplicatedthemathematicsgetsevenfortlre

simplestofpopulationstructures'Theabsorptiontimesforthethreeclassesofirritial

state are as follows:

T(o,r) : 4r,o) : TP¡¡: TG'z\ :

_ .11
l1o,z¡ : -r 1z,o)

T(r,r) :

4¡r4 - 20¡t 2++op+6

4pn - 72¡,t3 *Ztt2 4I2¡t

-8p,
3+22p+6

2pn-6¡t3 Itt 2 +6p
4¡t4 - 76¡-tt+tt 2 +25p+3 (4 6)

Zpn-6p3* ¡L,2t6F

Each of these is plotted in frgure 4.1. The general shape of each graph is fairly fi'at

overmostoftherangeof¡;between0.1and1.As¡,r,dropsbelow0'l,themeantime

toabsorptionrisesrapidly,withiimitooasÉ¿approaches0.Thel-easollfortlrisrapid

climb for low values of ¡.r, is variation between subpopulations' and the amount of time

taken for a migrant to move from one subpopulation to the other to allow absorption'

which causes d'elays in the time to absorption' This is because when migration rs very

row it is possibre that the different subpopulations wi[ be fixecl for crifferent a[eres for- a

long time before a migrant trallsfers between the subpopulations' The average time for-

a migrant to transfer between the subpopulations is proportional to lf ¡t' genetations'

when the subpopulations are fixed for difierent a[eles absorptio' in the popuiatio' as

a whole can not occur until there is a migrant between the two subpopulations' So the

absorption time for the whore popuration increases as the rever of migration between

the subPoPulations decr-eases'

This can also be thought of in tetms of Slatkin's low migration limit (slatkiû' 1981)

discussed in section 1.7.4. slatkin shorved as a general rule for two different population

structures that the absorption time is proportion aI to I f p' where ¡-r' is the le'el of

"-rt
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Figure 4.1: Plot of absorption time u, o r.,Ï.aron of rnigration probabilitl' for the thlee

different classes of initial state.

migration between the two subpopulations. As the level of migration becomes lorver',

equation 4.6 shows that the absorption times ar.e approximately

?10,r) : T(r,o) : Tp¡¡: T¡,2¡

Tp,z¡: Tp,o¡

1:-
'2¡.1

I
p

1

2tt
T(r,t) (4.7)

As an example of how accurate this approximation is, figure 4.2 shows the absorp-

tion timefor the states (0,1), (1,0), (2,1) and (I,2), and the approximation analagous

to Slatkin's low migration limit. The approximation displays the same qualitative

behaviour as the exact results. It is clear from this that fol lai-ger values of ¡; the ap-

proximation is poor, but when ¡; is iess than 0.05, the approximation is mor-e accurate.
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Figure 4.2: Plot of absorption time and approximate absorption time for one set of

initial states

4.4.2 some numerical results - equal migration

Numerical results were obtained for the case rvhen Nl : N2 - 4, p'tz : l-Lzr : Lr'

They are displayed, in frgure 4.3. The form of the results generally agree with the

results obtained analytically above for the case Nr - Nz: 2' When p is larger than

about 0.1, the mean time to absorption remains fairly constant' As ¡r gets closer to

0, the expected time to absorption rapidly increases. This also shows that the rlean

absorption time is dependent on the magnitucle of the migration between the trvo

subpopulations and not just the ratio of th,e two migration coefficients'

Another consequen ce of ¡-r, decreasing is the much moÌe clramatic difference betlveen

absorption times for states with the same frequency in the whole population but dif-

ferent frequencies in the individual subpopulations. For example, the states (0,4) and

(2,2) have the same initial frequency in the whole population but different frequencies

o o.o5 0.1 0.15 0 2
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in the two individual subpopulations. When p is 0.99 the expected absorption times

for these states are 11.8 and 10.5 respectively. When p is 0.05 the expected absolption

times are 48.3 and 28.8 respectively. The absorption times are not only larger, but ar-e

also much further apart than when F : 0'99' This is because when the population

starts in the initial state (0,4) must wait foÌ a migrant between the two subpopula-

tions before absorption in the population as a whole can occur. When the population

starts in the initial state (2,2) the population can go to absorption fairly quickly if

both subpopulations drift to fixation of the same allele. If the two subpopulations drift

to fixation of difierent alleles then they must wait for a migrant before fixation in the

population as a whole can occlrr, but this will only happen half of the time rathel than

all of the time.

This is another example of how Slatkin's low migration lirnit is approximately cor'-

rect. For a subpopulation of size 4 the mean absorption time for an allele when a ne\\r

migrant arrives is about 3 generations. So if the average time between migration events

is much larger than 3 generations (that is pr ( 0.3) then the low migration limit is a

fair approximation to the absorption time'

4,4.3 some numerical results - unequal migration

In the case of unequal migration between the two subpopulations, the situation is

more complicated. No analytic results were obtained, but the following numerical

results were obtained for the same population structure as the previous exarnple rvith

difierent migration parameters. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show three diffelent valttes of

Fzt (01,0.5 and 0.9 respectively) ancl allow Fn to va,ry between 0.01 and 0'99' The

subpopulation sizes are lü, : Nz : 4. Thele are three main conclusions from these

figures.
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Figure 4.3: Plot of absorption time as a function of migration probability for the eight

difierent classes of initial state when migration is symmetric.

o When there is a source subpopulation and a sink subpopulation the mean a'b-

sorption time is largely determined by the mean absorption time in the souÏce

population. This is because once the source is fixed for a, palticular allele, the sinli

will soon be fixed for the same allele. Figure 4.6 shows that the mean absorption

times for a source/sink population structure are much lower than those for strong

symmetric migration between the two subpopulations. For the sour-ce/sink popu-

lation structure the mean absorption time is often less than the mean absorption

time for the corresponding single population (lú : 8) except when the sink Popu-

Iation is initially fixed. for one of the alleles. This shows that the mea'n absorption

time of the source subpopulation plimarily cletermines the mearl absorptìon time

for the whole poPulation.
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o when there is reasonably strong and approximately equal migration between the

two populations the mean absorption time is small and relatively constant as the

level of migration varies slightly. The mean absorption time is generally between

4 and 11 generations (figure 4.5). The mean absorption times are app-Ìoximatell'

equal to, but higher than, the mean absorption time for the corresponding single

population case (lú : 8). The bump in figure 4.5 is because when þzt : 0'5 a'nd

ltn is close to 0 or 1, there is a slight source/sink effect which tends to drive the

population more quickly torvards absolption. When IIn x 0'5 there is no sou¡ce

and sink effect so random fluctuations will tend to slightiy inclease the mean

time until absorPtion.

o Figure 4.4 shows that when migration is low in both directions the mean absolp-

tion time is still much higher than when there is strong migration in one or- both

directions. This is essentially the same effect which was obselved in section 4'4'1

when migration between the subpopulations is equal and at a low level' and is an-

other example of slatkin's (1981) low migration limit being a good approximation

to the exact solution

These points demonstrate well that there are two main factors which influence the mean

absorption time. These are migration rates and genetic stochasticity' Absorptio[ rvill

often not occur until a migrant passes between the two subpopulations (half the time

they wiil fi.x for different alleles). When migration is low in both directions this can

take a considerable time and so the waiting time for a migrant will determine the rnean

time to absorption or fixation. when migration is higher, migrants will transfel much

more often and the major factor determining the time to fixation is stochasticity, that

is genetic drift. when migration is moderate to high' the mean absorption time ìs

generally similar to a single population of s\ze 
^L 

+ ¡ú2'
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Figure 4.4: Plot of mean absorption time as a function of rnigration probability for

some of the different classes of initial state when L¿zt : 0'l'
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4.5 Calculation of mean fixation time

In order to calculate the mean fixation time for the ,4.r allele, the stochastic plocess

used in the first half of this chapter is modified and the same method is appliecl as

for the calculation of the mean absolption time. As we are now only interestecl in

those cases when fixation of the A1 allele occurs we only consider those events which

result in flxation of the Ai allele. In other words, the pr-ocess is modified by removing

the ,,loss" absorbing state (0,0). Absorption in this modified p-,ocess is equivalent to

fixation in the original process so the mean absorption time for the moclifiecl process

is equal to the mean fixation time for the original process. The transition probablities

for the modifled Process are

P(i. i:k.l\
P*(i,i;lc,l): t - pï¡¡0

and define ?ö,¡) u, the expected time to fixation fr-om state (i,i).

Now arguing analogously with the deliva,tion of the rnean absorption time in sec-

tion 4.3, let "l;* be the set of absorbing states for the case under consideration - in

this case A* : {(¡rr,¡úr)}. The following relationship can be established between the

?fi,r¡'s:

T(n,¡: 1+ t P*(i,i;k,t)T(*,t¡ for(i,i)ç.ry
(k,t)lA*

: 0 fo{i,j) e A* (4'8)

whichisasetof(Nr+1x¡rr+1)-2linearequationsin(lúr+1)(1úr+1)-2unknowns'

The difierence between this case and the absorption times in equation 4.1 is tha.t heÌe

there is only one absorbing state, (¡\r1, 
^rr)'

The equatìons can be rewritten in matr-ix folm with T* : the vector of rlean times

to fixation frorn each initial state in the following format.
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T*-

And P" is the transition matrix,

rrÌ*
'(o,r)
rn*t (o,z)

?ft,ru,)

tTt*

'(r,o)

?ô,,r

T&,,Nr-r)

(4.e)

P1ã,r¡*1o,t¡

Pft,r¡-r1o,r¡

P1t,t¡-10,r¡

Pft,z¡-*1o,2¡

Pfr,r¡*1t,,t,-t¡

P1t,r¡*1rv',N2-r)
(4.10)

D*Þr(N1,N2-r)+10,r¡'ðrvr,tr-t).+(o,r) P|lr,,rur-r)*(Nr,Nz-r)

Once again, the order that the states are listed in is not irnportant provided the same

order is always used.

These matrices satisfy the equation

T*:(I-P")-11. (4. i 1)

As with equation 4.5 for mean absorption time, it will generally be extremely cliffi-

cult to solve equation 4.11 analytically to obtain a formula for the rlì.ean fixation time

asitinvolvesinvertinga(¡ür+lx¡úr+1) -2bv(¡rt+t)(¡rr+1) -2squarematlir'

The formula can be evaluated numerically for fixed values of each of the para,meters,

even with lúr and N2 reasonably large'

P*
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4.6.L An example with an analytic solution

In this example I have evaluated the formula for the mean fixation time given in

equation 4.11 for the case where ¡ú1 : Nz :2 and þrz : llzr : F' As in the case

of the mean absorption time, the formulae are quite complicated even in this sirnple

population structure. The formulae for the mean fixation times from each initial state

are as follows

Sopu - 155¡ta -L34p,3 t 29L¡t2 I272p, * 44
?10,r¡ : ?1r,o¡

48rs - 87 ra - 54p.3 I g5¡Ê + 22¡,t

-Lf - r7o¡f *202p" 4 1 560¡13 - 321¡t"2 - 502¡; - 88
tTt _ rn.
a(0,2) - r(2,o)

48¡1a - 183¡-r.5 ¡120¡ta *203¡tz-L68p2-44p

r02¡f - 479¡1,5 t340p"a +799tt3 *546¡t2 -448p'-64
Tg,z¡: Tp¡¡

48pu - 183¡;5 ¡120¡ta * 203p.3 -768p'2 -44p
SLpu - 291y.5 * 2o8pj * 597 p3 - 4olp,2 - 316¡t - 44

2-44u

(,1.t2)

Eachof theseisplottedinfigule 4.7. A,sinthecaseof themeanabsorptiontime,the

general shape of each graph is fairly flat over most of the Ìa[ge of ¡-r, between 0.1 ancl

1. As p drops below 0.1, the expected time to fixation rìses rapidly, with limit oo as ¡.r

approaches 0. The reasorì for this i-apid climb for low values of p is that when rnigr-ation

is very low it is possible that the different subpopulations will be fixed for diffelent

alleles for a long time before a migrant transfers between the populations. As frxation

in the population as a whole can not occur until this happens, the mean fixation time

for the whole population increases as the level of migration between the subpopulations

decreases (approximateiy with Ilfi. For all values of the rnigration pararneter-, ¡r, the

mean fixation time is noticeably lower when one subpopulation is already fixed for the

Ar allele and the A1 allele is also present in the other subpopulation. In this case' if

the heterozygous subpopulation drifts to fixation of the Ar allele then fi-xatiol i[ the

whole population will be very fast. If the heterozygous subpopulation drifts to fixation

?(t,tl
48ra - 183¡^15 * l?}pa -l203p,3 - 168pr
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Figure 4.7: Plot of mean fixation time as a function of migration probabiiiti' for the

four different classes of initial state.

of the A2 allele then fixation will take longer, especially when the level of rnigration is

low.

If the A1 allele is initially absent frorn one subpopulation then its initial frequency

in the other subpopulation has no effect on mean fixation time for small values of ¡.r,.

However, when p > 0.8 then the mean fixation time is higher if there are less A1 alleles

present in the other subpopulation.

4.6 Conclusrons

One important conclusion drawn from examining the mean absolption. and mean frxa-

tion times is that qualitatively the mean absorption and the mean fixation tirrre shorv

very similar behaviour. There are some general rules that apply for a,ll of the poPtl-

lations considered in this chapter fol both mear absorption and mean fixation times.

co.E
6x
o
o
E
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There are three separate cases to be considered: a) Strong and relatively equal migra-

tion both ways between the two populations, b) source and sink population structure

(asymmetric migration), and c) weak migration between the two populations.

¡ When migration is strong and relatively equal between the two subpopulations,

that is Fn x ltzt Þ l/(mean fixation time of each subpopulation considered

separately), the mean absorption tirne and mean fixation time is telatively inde-

pendent of the rate of migr:ation.

¡ When the population has a soulce/sink structure, the mean absorption and mean

fixation times are lower than fol strong, equal migration. This is because the

source subpopulation tends to dominate the behavioul of the whole population

and once it is fixed for a given allele, the sink subpopulation will soon also be

fixed for the same allele.

o When migration is weak in both directions, the mean absorption and mean fixa-

tion times are higher than in both of the above situations. This is because eaclr

subpopulation can be fixed for different alleles for a long time before a'n allele

passes between the two subpopulations and absorption or fixation in the popula-

tion as whole can not occur until this happens. This idea is analogous to Slatkin's

low migration limit (Slatkin, 1981) where mean fixation time is proportional to

L f ¡.t when p, < I I @ean fixation time of each subpopulation separately).

o When the level of migration is low, the absolute level of migration is impoltant

in determining both the mean absorption and the mean flxation time. This effect

is an example of Slatkin's (1981) low migration limit. As the level of migration

decreases, stochasticity becomes more important in cletermining the mearl times

to absorption and fixation.
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In chapter 5 the results obtained in chapters 3 and 4 are extended to thlee ancl

four subpopulations using the same methods as before. This is then furthe-. exten-

ded in chapter 6 where an analogous but mathematically more complicated approach

using matrices is used to derive the fixation probability for a general number, n, of

subpopulations.
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Chapter 5

Models for three and four

subpopulations

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I extend the results of chapters 3 and 4 to the case of thlee and

four subpopulations. It is generally algebraically more complicated to obtain anal)¡tic

results when there are more than two subpopulations and the solutions become more

complicated with the addition of each extra subpopulation. Where analytic results

are obtained, an exact interpletation for all situations is often difficult as thele ar-e ¿

large number of parameters and special cases must be considered to understancl the

effect that population structure has on the fixation probabilities. Horvever thele a'r'e

some useful general results and intei-pretations that can l¡e obtained fr-om the three

and four subpopulation models for some more genelal population structures than rvas

possible with the two subpopulation model. Specifrc exa,mples of the effect of clifferent

population structures on fixation probability ale also considered using these rnoclels.

The interpretation of the three and four subpopulation models given here does not
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cover every possible structure that a subdivided population can have, however, they

show some useful qualitative results which could not be demonstrated using the two

subpopulation model.

I do not specifrcally consider the mean fixation or mean absorption time in this

chapter. In principle it is possible to calculate each of these but it is very difficult to

find an analytic solution for the mean fixation or mean absorption times when there are

three or four subpopulations. It is possible to numerically find a solution for any given

set of parameters although I do not do that here. The question of rrì,ean absor-ptiotl

and mean fixation times will be considered further in chaptels 7 and 8 for populations

with selection.

The models that I consider hele are generally comparable rvith the results of

Maruyama (1970a; 1970b; 1972; 1974) and the results of Slatkin (1981). Thele ìs

no direct comparison made here although the conclusions made regarding the com-

parisons for the two subpopulation model in chapters 3 and 4 still hold. That is, the

probability of fixation is independent of population structure when migration is sym-

metric and there is no selection. Although mena absorption times are not examined

here, it can be shown that the low migration limit proposed by Slatkin (1981) is still a

useful approximation to the mean absorption time when the level of migration is lovr'.

5.2 Description of model for three subpopulations

This model is an extension to the model used fol two subpopulations. The mathemat-

ical model used is a three subpopulation version of the model described in chapter 2.

There is no selection. The three subpopulations are of constant size Àrr, ÄIz and Àr3'

Migration is allowed between the three subpopulations and the mean nurnber of suc-

cessful migrants from subpopulation i to subpopulation j in a given generation \s Lt;¡.
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Figure 5.1: Diagramatic representation of the model

The variable of interest is the number of alleles of type A1 pr-esent in each subpoptilation

at a given time, ú, denoted (Xr,Y,Z¡) where Xr is the nurnber present in subpopula,-

tion 1, )zr is the number present in subpopulation 2 and Z¿ is the number present in

subpopulation 3. I also assume that X¿1'1lXr,Yi, Zr, Y+rlXr,Y, Z¡ a'ncl Xr+t'lXr',Yi, Z,

are independent of each other'. That is, sampling of the juveniles occurs independently

in each of the subpoPulations

5.2.I Tlansition probabilities

The transition probability for a given subpopulation can be found by considering tlie

ways in which that subpopulation can h.ave k individuals rvith the,4r allele at timeÚf 1.

The number of successful migrants fi'om subpopulation i to subpopulation j in a giveu

generation is a random valiable, AL¿j(t). The chance of a mig'-ant from subpopulation ri

to subpopulation j \" tr;¡ and as the number of miglants is either' 0 or' 1, it has a Belnoulli

distribution with mean p;¡. The nurlbe,.- of these rnigrants uthich have the A1 allele is
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denoted by the variable Mi¡Ø. There is a maximum of one successful rnigrant from a

given population to any other given population in a generation. The observed numller

of successful migrants from population i to population j in a particular genelation is

denoted by m¿¡(t) and the observed number of successful migrants with the A1 allele

from population i to population j in a particular generation is denoted by mi¡(t). The

transition probability for subpopulation 1 can then be written as follorvs:

P(Xr*t : klX, : i,Y : j, Z¡: k) t P(nlrr(t + 1) Ar alieles fron pop 2,

^Lt,^Lt
*Lt(t + 1) A1 alleles frorn pop 3,

k-rn'rr(t * 1)--år(¿ + 1) A1 alleles from pop 1)

and an analogous formula applies for Y¿11 and Z¿¡1.

Because of the assumed inclependence,

P(Xr+r:i,Y+t: j,Zt+t:lclXt:rt,Y:Ut,Zt-"r): P(Xr*r:ilXt:r¿,Y¡:yt',Zt:zt)

xP(Y+r: ilXr: c,t,,Y:yti Zt-- "r)' P(Zr*r:lclXr:æt,Y- W1 Zt: zt) (5'1)

5.3 Fixation probability

Theorem 2 The probabitity of fixation of an al,lele, wlt,en the ir¿i'tial number of intli-

uiduals possessing the allele present i,s xs itr sultpopulati,on L, yo in subltopulatiorz 2 ond

zs in subpopulation 3 is

' \ 'YÑo l lzAo I'Yszo
a(to,Aotzo) :M (5.2)

ltßltsz * lttzl.ttz I l.ttzltzs

where

'Yt
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Figure 5.2: The terms that make'/1 correspond to these three diagrams.

.lz : ltztltts I ltztltzt I ltzzltst (5 3)

^ls : ltzzltzt * ltszltn I þnptz

The proof of this theorem is exactly analogous to the proof in the case of tn'o

subpopulations and is not given here.

The coefÊcient 71 can be considered as the sum of a set of three terms, each of

whictr corresponds to one of the diagrarns in figure 5.2. Each terrn is the product of

the probabilities associated with the transitions in that diagram. Each of the diagrarns

can be thought of as representing a path consisting of two transitions which leads fi'orn

the point of interest to each other point, either directly or indirectly, exactly once. A

term for each of the possible paths of this type is inclucled in the sum which ma,kes

-yt. The reason for thinking of the coefficient in this way will become clearer vvhen

the more complicated case n ) 4 is considered. It can also be useful in calculating

the coefficients when the population structure is altered, such as when one of the links

joining two subpopulations is removed.

5.3.1 Example of calculation of ceofficients

As an example of the application of formula 5.2 to calculate the coefficients, ?r, 7z ancl

.y3 consider the case for three subpopula,tions arra,nged with the rninimal nurnber of
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þzz

Figure 5.3: Three subpopulations arranged with the minimal nurnber of connections

connections, for example in a straight line, as in figure 5.3. Now to calculate 11 the onl;'

path that goes from subpopulation I to each other subpopulation undel the modified

structure is the path to subpopulation 2 then from subpopulation 2 to subpopulation

3 as illustrated below.

So the coefficient for subpopulation 1 is 71 : lttzl.rzs. By looking at the paths for

the other two subpopulations it can be seen that the coefficients are "/2 : þztilzs and

^ls: PszVzt.

5.9.2 Interpreting the fixation probability

Define the quantities fi : rolNt, f, -- aof N, and /3 : zolN" - the initial frequencies of

the A1 allele in each subpopulation. Taking the formula in ecluation 5,2 ancl substituting

in the /¿'s, the probability of fixation is

a(f,., fr, rù - lthNt-* lzlz-lz * nl-sNz (5 4)
frl/r*'yzNz*%Nz
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Equation 5.4 shows that the fixation probability is in fact the weighted average of the

initial frequencies of allele A1 in each of the subpopulations, weighted by the quantity

7¡l/¿. So, when subpopulation sizes are equal, a subpopulation with a larger''y has a

greater influence on the fixation probability than a subpopulation with a smaller ?. In

general, the greater the value of 1v;N¿ for a subpopulation, the greater the influence it

will have on the fixation probability.

In the case of no selection being considered here, the /¿'s are also equal to the

fixation probability in each subpopulation considered separately. So, the fixation pi-ob-

ability in the population as a whole can also be thought of as the weighted surr of the

fixation probabilities in each of the subpoulations considered separately. This observa-

tion appears to have potential use in finding approximations in the case where thete is

selection. This will be investigated in Chapter 7.

5.4 Some examples

Example 1: Equal migration between subpopulations when a,ll subpopulations a,le

connected.

The population structure used here is the structure in figure 5.1 with equal migra.-

tion, so p¿j: þL Vi,j.This means that each path contributes ¡P to the coefficient.

There are three paths for each coefficient so

"yr :.y2 = 73:3¡-Ì

and hence

/ \ to*Yo*zo
0\Í0, uo¡ zo) : lr-¡ ¡1, * ¡ur,

which is the overall initial frequency in the whole population
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Example 2: Equal migration between subpopulations in the model rvith the minimal

number of connections.

In the case of equal migration in the model with the minimal number of connectiotts

in figure 5.3, l,,rs : list : 0, Fij - ¡-r,for all other migration parameters¡ þij. This rneans

that each path contributes p2 to the coefficient and there is one path for each coefficient

'Yt:'lz: J3: p2

and

a(ro,ao,zo): ,i:ïi:li,
which once again is the overall initial frequency in the whole population.

These two examples show that if there is equal symmetric nigration, that is lr;j :

þVi, j , between the connected subpopulations then the fixation probability is indepencl-

ent of the population structure and is equal to the initial frequency in the population

considered as a whole.

Example 3: Symmetric migration between subpopulations with all subpopulations

connected.

In this example I will show that even when the migration is symmetric but not equal

between pairs of subpopulations, that is p¿j : l-Ij¿ V i, j the fixation probability of the

Ar allele is still equal to the initial frequency of the allele in the whole population.

Let p,¿¡: pji Vi,j then 7r can be r-earranged using p¿i: Pi; as follows:

'Yt : lttzl-Its * ltvl,tzs I ltßttzz

: ltztlttz * l-tztltzz I llzsl-tst : 'Yz

: l.tttl-Itz * ltzzl-tzt * Ltzzllzt : 'lz
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a(xo,yo,zo): ii#l¡,,,
Once again all of the coefficients are equal and the fixation probability is equai to the

initial frequency in the whole population. This is also true for the model with the

minimal number of connections with symmetric migration as pt3 = [hr: 0 is just a

special case of the formula considered above.

Example 4: Two subpopulations close together, third subpopulation further awa)¡,

In a situation where there are two subpopulations clusterecl close together rvith a

third subpopulation further a,way, the level of migration between the two subpopu-

lations which are close together will genera,lly be higher than the level of migration

between either of these two and the distant subpopulation. This situation occurs nat-

urally where there is a single remnant subpopulation separated from the lest of the

subpopulations - (see for example, Templeton et a1.,1990; Meffe and Vlijenhoek, 1988).

Suppose that three subpopulations are arranged with the minimal number of connec-

tions as in figure 5.3 and migration between subpopuiations 1 and 2 is twice the level

of migration between subpopulations 2 and 3. That is, ¡lra : lf,zr : 0, þzs : þsz : þ

and p,¡2 : I,Lzt - 2¡-t. In this situation, the coefficents are 1t : 1z : ^13 :2¡L'2. So,

/ \ no*Aolzo
û(¿o,Yo)zo) : 

l,i, 1¡rr*r,

This means that each subpopulation is equally important in determining the fixation

probabilities. Initially this seems counter intuitive but the model specifres that there

are as many migrants going from the clustel to the distant subpopulation as from the

distant subpopulation to the cluster. So although the distant subpopulation has a weak

effect on the cluster, the cluster also has a weak effect on the dista,nt subpopulation.

If the migration parameters are changed so that there are more migrants going frorn

the cluster to the distant subpopulation than fi'om the distant subpopulation to the
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Figure 5.4: Directional flow in the model with the minimal number of connections.

cluster (possibly a ulore realistic assumption in some situations) then this woulcl no

longer be true.

This model is also approprìate for three subpopulations being equally spaced but

two of the subpopulations being better connected than the third. This would be the

case, for example, if there was a habitat corridor between two subpopulations but not

between these two subpopulations and the third subpopulation.

Example 5: Directional flow in the model with the minimal number of connections.

Suppose now that the model with the minirnal number of connections is consicleled

with a constant directional flow. For example, this could be thought of as a cur-r'ent

or a prevailing wind blowing more seeds in one direction than are blown in the other'

direction. In the example illustrated in frgure 5.4, the transition probabilities ale

lits: Fzt : 0, ¡-tzz : llzt - p, and. þtz : ltzz :2¡t. Upon substituting these transition

probabilities into the equations for the coefficients, we get ^lt : 4þ2, '';z : 2p'2 and

a(ro,!Jo, zo) : -n=:" ! !'=l ! 'ov't 4l{r * 2N2 + N3

This is fairly intuitive as it suggests that if the flow is from left to light in figule 5.4,

then the further left a subpopulation is, the furthet "ttpstream" it is ancl hence the

more important it is in determining the fixation probabiiity.

Note that in the similar case where þrz : l-Izs : 2p, and þzt : P,32 : 0, that the

p

So1s: F2
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Figure 5.5: Central subpopulation is most productive'

frxation probability is simply rolNt. This is because thele is no flow into subpopulation

1, so once suþpopulation t has become fixed (,41 with proba,bility rolNt) the other

subpopulations must eventually both become fixed for the same allele'

Example 6: Central subpopulation most productive.

In this example, the central subpopulation in the model with the rninimal number

of connections is the most productive. For example, this could be thought of as the

central subpopulation being in the most productive habitat, the "col'e" habitat, and

the outlying subpopulations being in less favour-able habitat and thus producing less

migrants. There are many instances of this in natural systems - see, for examllle

(Downes et a\.,1997; Lamberson et a\.,1992). The exampleis illustratecl in figure 5'5

and has transition probabilities É¿ra : þst:0, ¡.tzz: lltz: ¡-r a'nd þzt: l-tzt:2lt'

Substitution of these transition probabilities into the formulae for the coefficients gives,

11 :2¡P, 'Yz : 4þP and 7a :2P2 ' so,

o("0, uo,zo):Ë##Åo

Once again this result is fairl¡' intuitive in showing that when the central subpopulation

is most productive, it will have the greatest influence on the fixation probabilit)'. It

can be shown that no mattel which subpopulation is the source subpopulation, it u'ill

have twice the effect that the other two subpopulations have if it produces twice the

number of migrants that each of the othel trvo sttbpopulations ploduce.

p

.-
p
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Figure 5.6: An example of asynmetlic migration with no net miglation.

The main conclusion which can be drawn from examples 5 and 6 is that the sub-

populations which produce the most migrants have the greatest effect on the fixation

probability. This is true regardless of the position of a subpopulation lelative to other'

subpopulations, that is, edge or centre.

Example 7: Asymmetric migration with no net migration.

In this example there is no net migration, that is, each subpopulation sends out as

many migrants as it receives alhtough there is no requirement that this is true betlveen

each pair of subpopulations. This means that

pn*l-tts : ltztIl-tzt

l-tzt I |,tzs = [tn * ltzz

L¿',¡ I ltsz : l-rn I l.tzz. (5 5)

This includes symmetric migration as a special case. An exa,rnple of this is shorvn

in figure 5.6 where there is asymmetric rniglation but mole migrants move clockwise

than anti-clockwise around a circle of subpopulations in such a way that there is no

net flow of migrants, For example, Ftz : llzz = lf,zt : ¡-l and þzt : þsz : l-tn :21t,.

(t

Ll
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As a result of this, each of the weights, 1, is equal, for example using equation 5.5

it can be shown that

'lt

: ltstpzs I l-ttsl-tzt * l-tztltzs

12'

and similarly, Tr : "/s'

So when there is no net migration between the subpopulations, the fixation probab-

ility is independent of the population structure and is equal to the initiai frequenc¡, i11

the population as a whole. This agrees with the results obtained by Maruyama (1970a;

1974) where he implicitly assumes no net migration.

5.5 Mean absorption and fixation tirnes

The basic results which hold for two subpopulations also hold for three subpopulations.

The state space is far more cornplicated and analytic results are possible in theoly

though extremely messy to calculate in practice.
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5.6 Description of the model for four subpopula-

tions

This model is a further extension of the two subpopulation model and the three sub-

population model. The mathematical model used is a four subpopulation version of the

model described in Chapter 2. There is no selection. There are four subpopulations of

constant size ,l[r, ¡/r, 
^f3 

and Ä/¿. Miglation is allowed between the four subpopulations

and the mean number of successful miglants per generation from subpopulation rl to

subpopulation j is a random variable. The probability of a successful miglant fi'om

subpopulation i to subpopulation j in a generation is Lt;j. The maximum number of

migrants in a given generation is one so M;¡(t), the random variable representing the

number of successful migrants frorn subpopulation i to subpoulation j in generation ú'

has a Bernoulli distribution with mean þ;¡. The variables of interest in the model ale

the numbers of alleles of type A1 present in each subpopulation at a given time' f . The

variables are denotedWt, Xr,Y and Zt for the number of Ar alleles in subpopulations

l, 2) 3 and 4 respectively. The mathematics of the model wiil not be written out ìn

full for the case of four subpopulations as it is exactly analagous to the case of two ancl

three subpopulations except that the algebra is far more complicated'

5.7 Fixation Probabilities

The fixation probabilities are given by the forrnula

o(wo,ro¡uo,, ro) : 'lt-?o I'l\æ-o I'Yzyo l'lqzo (5.6)
rrl{r*þNzlle^å*l¿¡/4

where u)o, r,o, !6 and zs aÍe the initial frequencies in subpopulations l, 2, 3 and 4

respectively. The migration coefficients ?r are each made up of sixteen terms' Each
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Figure 5.7: Diagramatic representation of the moclel

of these terms is a product of three migration magnitudes of the form ¡;¿¡. As a,n

example, the migration coefficient 71 is given along with a geometric interpretation of

its component terms given in section 5.7.I.

lttzptzlttq* ltrcltzzl,tzq* l-ttzl-tzqltsz* llnl,tzsþz¿t lttzltz+ltssJ. lttqpqsl-Itz

*ltultqzl-tzz* I,ttsl-ttzltz+* ptzpupqzl lttzltttltz+* llnl-tts,l¿az* þuptzptsz

*l,tul-ttzl,Izs* Pßl.Lszltz¿l l.ttzltzsltz+* pupazpq" (5'7)

The other coefficients, Jzt ?s and'/a a,re calculated and interpreted in the same

'Yt

manner.

6.7.L Interpreting the fixation probability

As in the case of three subpopulations, the fixation probability can be lewritten as

o(fr, fr, r",.fn) : tth¡i' ! TÍz\l i tsflNs * lqrnNq
ryrNr * .tzNz * ts^b *'y¿¡ú4
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where h: wolNt, fz: nolNz, fs: yolNz and /4 : zolNa' This means that' as in

the case of three subpoulations, the fi.xation probability for the whole population can

be thought of as the weighted sum of the fixation probabilities in each subpopulation

considered separatelY.

Each migration coefficient has a physical interpretation. The migtation coefÊcient

./1 can be thought of as being the sum of the terms corresponding to each of the "paths"

in figure 5.g. Each path consists of three transitions which starts at the point of interest

and goes through each other point either directly or indirectly exactly once. All of the

possible paths of this type ale included in the sum so there is a term corresponding

to each way of getting from the subpopulation of interest to each other subpopulation

exactly once. The term corresponcling to a given path is equal to the procluct of the

migration strength associated with each of the transitions in that path. This result can

be proven using graph theory ancl this is used to prove the analogous gerìeÏal result for'

n subpopulations in ChaPter 6'

5.8 Different population structures

There are six difierent ways in which four subpopulations can be connected by links

which allow migration (ignoring the strengths of migration). They are represented in

figure 5.9. The lines represent links between two subpopulations. The actual physical

distance between two adjacent subpopulations in the diagram does not necessarih'

represent the magnitude of migration between the two subpopulations.

When migration between the subpopulations is equal and symmetric (that is ¡t¿¡ :

pVi,,j),the method. used in section 5.4 for calcula,ting the migration coefÊcients, i¿,

under difierent population structules of counting the numbel of paths from subpopu-

lation i is a useful way of finding the coefficients quickty. This wolks here because each
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Figure 5.9: The different ways in which four subpopulations can be linked.

path contributes p3 to the migration coefficient under consideration

5.9.1 Fixation probabilities under equal rnigration

In each of the following cases there is equal and symmetric migration between connectecl

subpopulations, that is p¿j : p V i,j where a link exists between subpopulations i a,ncl

j. The numbers refer to the diagram numbers in figure 5.9.

Structure 1: This is the fully connected model where each coefficient consists of the

full 16 terms. Each term contributes p3 to the coefficient so 1t : ^lz : 1z : 1a : I6¡t3 -

So the fixation probability is equal to the initial frequency in the population as a whole.

Structure 2: In this model two of the subpopulations are connected to all three of

the other subpopulations and two of the subpopulations are only connected to two of

the other subpopulations. For each subpopulation there are 8 paths connecting it to

each of the other subpopulations, each contributing Í3, so ^lt : 1z : lls : Ja : Bp'3 '

Structure 3: In this model three of the subpopulations are connected to each othel
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and the fourth subpopulation is connected with one of these subpopulations onl¡,.

Intuitively it would seem that the subpopulation which is connected with only one other-

should have less influence on the fixation probability than the other subpopulations

which are all connected with each other. However, there are three paths from each

subpopulation so each coefficient has three terms giving lt : ''¡z : 1s = 1a : 3p'3 '

This is because each subpopulation has no net flow of migrants - they each recieve as

many migrants from other subpopulations as they send out to other subpopula'tions.

The distant subpopulation sends less ancl leceives less migrants than each of the other

subpopulations.

Structure 4: This model is equivalent to having four subpopulations equally spacecl

on the corners of a square. Intuitively it would seem that each subpopulation shoulcl

have the same effect on the fixation probability as the system is symmetric, and this

is true. There are four paths from each subpopulatìon to the other subpopulations, so

.yt : .fz : .yr : .yq : 4p,3. So each subpopulation has the sarne effect on the fixation

probability as expected.

Structure 5: One subpopulation is central and is connected to each other subpopu-

lation, but each other subpopulation is connected only to the central subpopulation.

Once again it would seem that the central subpopulation would have the most influ-

ence on the fixation probabilities, but for each subpopulation there is only one path

connecting it to all of the other subpopulations, so ?t : 12 : 'r,s : 1q : 113. This

means each subpopulation is equally irnportant which seems counterintuitive. As rvith

structure 3, the reason for this is that there is no net flow of migrants to or fi'om a'n¡,

subpopulation. Each subpopulation sends out as many migrants as it receives from

other subpopulations

Structure 6: The minimally connected model. The subpopulations are only connec-

ted to there nearest neighbours (the minirnal number of connections). Once again, for-
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each subpopulation there is only one path connecting it to all of the other subpopu-

Iations, so '[r : ^lz : ^ls - 14 : F3. Again each subpopulation is equally important

regardless of whether it is an edge or a centre subpopulation. This is because those

subpopulations which produce the most migrants (the central subpoulations) also le-

ceive the most migrants, and those subpopulations which produce the least migrants

(the end subpopulations) also receive the least migrants'

So for each of the population structures, 'lr : 12 : '.r3 : ?¿ when migration is

symmetric. This means that for each of the population stluctures, when rnigration is

equal and symmetric the frxation plobability is equal to the initial frequencS' in the

population as a whole. This result at fir'st seems countel intuitive as, for exarnple

in population structure 5, the centre subpopulation sends out three times as lnallJ/

migrants as any of the other subpopulations. However, being the centre subpopulation

it also recieves three times as many irnmigrants as any other subpopulation. The

important point to note here is that each subpopulation sends as many migrants as

it receives and thus has no net flow of migrants. So each subpopulation has an equal

effect on the fixation probability. That is, those subpopulations which have a lalge

impact on other subpopulations by producing a lot of migrants a,re also more readil¡'

affected by other subpopulations because they receive a large number of immigra.nts.

5.8.2 Symmetric migration

In section 5.4 it was shown for the case of three subpopulations that when there is

symmetric migration between adjacent subpopulations, the fixation proba.bility is equal

to the overall initial frequency in the whole population regardless of the population

structure. Now consider the calse p,¿j - ¡t,¡; Vi,j with four subpopulations arrangecl as

in structure 1 in figure 5.9. By substituting equivalent telms in the folmula for 11 it
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can be seen that '¡:'lz.

.lt : ptzptsp\* ltrcllzzltzs* llrcl-tzqltqzl lltz\zsPsa* I't'vl-tzqltazl llt¿l-tasllsz

lltt¿|l+zllzs* Iltsl-¿tzltzql ¿Ittllt¿þtz* pnptsps¿* pnþup¿zi ltt¿lttsPzz

I l.t t¿ þ tz lt ze * p ß llsz ltsq I lt tz ltzs Pza * pß lt tz 11 sz

: ltztlttslu * ltstltzzl.tz¿ * l.tn4asltzs * ltzt\zspzq I l-¿ztltzqll+s I PilPs¿Pzs

I tttsltzs\zz * l.ttzltztltzq * Ptsl"Istltz+ i ltztlltzltzq I ltztl-4qtt¿z * l4+ltstltzz

I lttaltzt l-tzs I l-tst l.tzz Ltss I ltzt þzs ltzq t l-t' Ð l.tzsll qz

: ltztltzspz+ * l.tst¡t+zltzq * pÐltss7zs l ¡t¡6,¡t ntltza * l-tztl-¿tzlts+ * I'tztl-tt+l-tez

* ltt¿ltul.tzs * l-Iztltzzl-te+ * l-tul'tztltzz * I'tztl¿zqltqz I l'ttzl'tztltza, * ltztltzzltzt

*pqttzqltzs I l-t+tl-tzsttqs * ltstllzslts+ I I'tztlttzl-tts

l2

It can be shown analogously that 1r : 'Y2 : 13:'14.

As all of the other population structures are a special case of this situation (for

population structures 2 to 6, pij : pji:0 for some of the pairs i, j) this is true for all

population structures shown in figui-e 5.9.

This means that all of the results of subsection 5.8.1 apply here essentially for the

same reason - when migration is symmetric there is no net flow of migrants between any

two adjacent subpopulations. So all subpopulations which send out migrants leceive

an equal number of immigrants from other subpopulations and hence the flxation

probability is just equal to the initial frequency in the whole population.
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5.8.3 No net migration

As in the case of three subpopulations, when there is no net migration into or out of

any of the four subpopulations, the probability of fixation of an allele in the whole

population is equal to its initial frequency in the whole population' That is, when

pn I ltß * pÁ : ttzt * lt3;l I l-tqt

ttzt * ltzs I ltz,t : ftt'z * ltsz * ¡rqz

pu I l-tzz * I'Lsq : l-¿ra * I'tzz * ltqz

pq I ltsz * ll,az : pu * ltzt * lt'e,a

it can be shown by substitution that the frxation probability is equal to the initial

frequency in the whole population.

5.g l-Inequal migration between subpopulations

There are endless possible combinations of migration parameters that could be con-

sidered with the four subpopulation model. Some important cases will be consicle'-ecl

here to compare the qualitative effects with the three subpopulation case.

Example 1: Constant flow of individua,ls in one direction with a minimally connectecl

population structure.

It is assumed that gene flow is twice as likely in one direction as in the other. So

þtz: þzz : l't'z+:21't

llzt : I,Lzz : p+z: 11

þts: þst : l-Ltt: þtt: þzq: Faz:0
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Each point has just one path to the other three points, so there is only one term in

each coefficient. The coefficients are

8pt 12 : 4113,

a(wo,xio¡uo,"o):ffi (b8)

So as in the case of three dimensions, when the flow is frorr left to right, the sub-

populations on the left a.re the most irnportant in determining the frxation probability'

Example 2: The central subpopulation is most productive

consider a population structurecl as in diagram 5 in frgure 5.9' once again there is

only one path from each of the subpopulations, so each coefficient has only one telm'

If the migration Parameters are:

ltzt -- Fzs : l-tzq:2F

þtz: 142: l-L+z: l-r

þts = þst : þt+: Fn: lf,e+: þat:0

^lt 13 :2p3, ^la = F3

giving the fixation ProbabilitY as

So,

'lt 1, :8F", 'Ys 'l¿: 4p3

giving the fixation ProbabilitY as

a(uro, ts1lot zo\ : -Yo 
*!:ro ! Y^'* to 

(5 9)ut Nr + 2N2 + ¡ú3 + 1ú4

Showing once again that the subpopulation which produces the most migrants is the

most important subpopulation in determining the fixation probability. Although the

central subpopulation being the most important is intuitive, the r-elative magnitucles of

4p" 4tt"
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the coefficients in this example at first seem counter intuitive. The central subpopula-

tion is sending out twice as many migrants as the rest of the populations put together,

yet it only has the weight of each other subpopulation conisdered separately- This is be-

cause the outer subpopulations are sending their migrants to the central subpopulatiotl

- the most important subpopulation in terms of fixation probability thus increasing the

survival chance of these alleles in subsequent generations. The central subpopulation

is sending its migrants to the relatively less important eclge subpopulations.

Exarnple B: The central subpopulation is most productive, all subpopulations dilectly

linked.

Now consider a population with structure 1 from figure 5.9. The central subpopu-

lation is twice as productive as the other subpopulations, so

þzt: þ2s : l-tz¿:2[t

þtz : pts: Pts: l-/ar : ps2 : llzq : lf,+t : Fqz : l1+z: 11'

Then by using formula 5.7 for ?r and analogous formulae for 12, ?s and 1a it can be

seen that

1z : 50p3.

giving the fixation probabilitY as

1t:'ls:14: 25pt

o(.orÍo,,Uo¡ro): ffi (5.1o)

the other sub-

ty as the other

So again the central subpopulation which is twice as productive as

populations is twice as important in determining the fixation probabili

subpopulations are.
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5.10 Mean absorption and fixation times

As in the case of three subpopulations, an analytic solution for the mean absorption

and fixation times of an allele is possible but is so complicated arithmetically for any

real situation that it could not reasonably be calculated even with symmetric equai

migration. However, it is possible to numerically find the mean absorption and fixatìon

times for any given set of parameters. Mean flxation times are not found here.

5.11 summary of results for three and four subpop-

ulations

In summary, the following results have been found for the three and four subpopulation

case when there is no selection

¡ The fixation probability in the whole population is equal to a, weighted surn of

the initial frequency in each subpopulation. This is also equal to a weightecl sum

of the fixation probability in each subpopulation considered separately'

o In the case of symmetric migration, the fixation probability in the whole popula'-

tion is equal to the initial frequency in the whole population. This is also true in

the case when migration is not symmetric but there is no net migration betrveen

the subpopulations.

o In the case of asymmetric miglation betrveen the subpopulations, subpopulations

which have a net outflow of migrants in genelal have a grea,ter rveight than sub-

populations which have a net inflow of migrants. This idea is expanded on further

when the general population model is considered'
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. Mean absorption and fixation times were not examined for three and foul sttb-

populations.
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Chapter 6

A general model for fixation

probabilities

In this chapter I consider the general case of a population divided into n subpopulations'

I find a general result for asymmetlic rnigration in a subdivided population with no

selection. This is then interpreted using a result from graph theor5, and some gene'-al

principles are found for fixation probabilities in a subdivided population'

This is a very significant extension of previous chapters and of the work of othel

authors. Other authors have modelled a general number of subpopulations with s)'ul-

metric and no net migration (for exarnple Mar-uyama, 1970a; Maruyama,rLgT4; Slatkin,

lgSl) or have only two subpopulations with asymmetric migration (Tachida and lizuka,

lggl). Considering more than two populations allows the expioration of other mor-e

general structures - for example edge/centle subpopulation relationships, rings of pop-

ulations and hub/spoke configurations.

In addition to the general results, this model could be used in specific cases to

determine which subpopulations are the most significant in telms of loss of genetic

variability, and to assess the consecluences of ma,nagement decisions such as Ìemoving
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a subpopulation or reducing the abiiity for individuals to move between subpopulations

by removing a habitat corridor (Walters, 1991; Lamberson et a1.,1992; Winte'- et al',

lgg7). As with the simpler models, the outcome depends on the relative, rather than

the absolute, magnitudes of migration between the subpopulations. This means that if

data is available but is rough, it is only necessary to estimate the relative magnitudes

of migration rather than the average number of succuessful migrants between each pair

of populations in each generation. For the purposes of estimating times to fixation it

would be necessary to estimate absolute nagnitudes of migration, but that problern is

not considered here for the general n subpopulations'

6.1- Description of the model

In this model the subpopulation is divided into rz subpopulations and the population

structure can be represented diagramatically as in figure 6.1. The model is essentially

a generalization of the assumptions for the two, three and four subpopulation cases

to the case of n subpopulations. It is an n subpopulation version of the model de-

scribed in chapter 2 and the n subpopulations ar-e of constanl, size ¡út, ¡úr' ".'^t'.

Migration is allowed between any pair of subpopulations and the mean numbeÌ of nii-

grants from subpopulation i to subpopulation j in a given generation is P'¡i, rvhich is

also the probability of a migrant from subpopulation i to suì:population j in a given

generation. There is a maximum of one migrant from any population, i, to any other

population, j,,ina single generation. The state variables in the model are the nurnller

of .4.r alleles in each subpopulation, with X¡,¿ being the numbet of At alleles in sub-

population i at time f . The state of the system at time f is denoted by the state vector

xt: lrt,t,rz,t,...,rn,tf'. As with the previous models it is assumed that the adult

breeding stock are recruited from a large pool of juveniles, so X¿,¿111x¿ and Xi,r+tl*,
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are independent of each other for all pairs i, j'

Defining

^, - lA¿;l

" - D'i=rlú'lA;¿l'

where A is the matrix with

a¿j -ttij i + j

that is

úii : D poo,
k+i

n

[:

Ð t"tn
k=2

-ltn

- þzt
n

D ttr¡
lc= I
k+2

- Fnt

- Fnz
(6.1)

and Al; is the matrix obtained by removing row i and column i from matrix A, the

following result holds.

Theorem 3 For the model described aboue the firation Ttrobabildty is

0(rr,o, r2,or. ,. , Ír,o) : Ð l;ri,o

n-l

-Ftn -þzn Ð tt.n
/c=1

n

i=l
(6.2)

where

Formula 6.2 has a geometrical interpretation which will be discussed after the ploof

of this theorem

Proof:

Step 1: Show Ð'Y¿x¿,, : flÛlr¿,r+tlxt]'

The probability of fixation from sta,te x¿ is equal to the probability that the system

changes to state x¿-¡1 in the next generation and is then fixed from this ner+' state'
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Figure 6.1: Diagramatic representation of the model when there are n subpoulations.

Each double-ended arrow between two subpoulations represents a two way link beJrveen

the two subpopulations.
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summed over all possible states that it could transfer to in one generation. In syrnbols,

p(fixation from x1) : t P(x¿ -+ x¿.,,1)P(fixation frorn x¿+r). (6.3)
X¿+r

This is the backward Kolmogorov equation and is analagous to equation 3.6 in the

derivation of the two subpopulation formula.

Also, as x;,r+tlx¿ and x¡,t¡rlx¿ a.re assumed independent of each other

P(x1 -+ x¿+r) : P(*,*rl*,) : f[ P(c¡,r*tlxt)'
n

l=l

The left hand side of equation 6.3 is the formula given in equation 6'2. That is,

lf,=r1;t;¡'
The right hand side of equation 6.3 is

D p(*, -+ x¿a1)P(fixation from x¿..,.1)

x¿+r
ÌL n

X¡41 l=l i=1
n n

c1,¿11,...,5¿,¡11 i=l t:r
n

i=L ût,t+r Ð;-L,t+l ci+1,¿+r Ef,,t+1

t fJ P(*,,r+rl*')Ð 'yiri.'+t

x?i t P(*u,r*r,l*r)"n,,+t

D l:ln'n¡*' fl P(ø¿,'*'lx')

t t t D D P(*','+""''üi-t't+r¡ri+7't+t¡"''r??'¿+llxt)

Ðtqn Ð P(*r,r*rlx,)r¿,,*t

nó,r+ 1

n

i=l rì¡+r
n

i=l
ÐrDlx¿,,+rl*'l (6 4)

ír,,+,1 : (r Ð*ff).,,,-?rff"*r,,.
The expected number of Ar alleles in subpopulation I at time ú * 1, conditional on

x¿, the number of At alleles plesent in each subpopulation at time ú is equal to the
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sum of the expected numbers of Ar alleles in subpopulation I which originated in each

of the subpopulations.

The mean number of migrants from subpopulation k (l l) is P¡.¿. The probabilit)'

that each of these migrants is an Ar allele is x*,tf Nx from subpopulation k- So the

expected number of Al alleles in subpopulation / which migrated from subpopulation

k in generation ú * 1 is pntr*,tlNx. This means the expected number of A1 alleles in

subpopulation I which migrated from subpopulations other- than subpopulation I in

this generation is

;- t-¿¿l?¡,¿ (6.b)
?a ¡r/'

The expected total number of immigrants to subpopulation / at time t* 1 is Dx¡t ttt"t

and so the expected number of individuals which are born in subpopuiation f ancl sta¡'

there is l¡/¿ - Dn¡tlrxt. Each of these individuals has probability r-t,tlNt of having an

Ar allele. So the expected number of A¡ individuals being born in subpopulation I ancl

being recruited to the breeding population in subpopulation / is

t
k+t )r

Adding equations 6.5 and 6.6 gives

E[Xr,r1r lxrJ
tt,t t ¡- /r*¡u t,¿

¡ú¿ ' ?u Àrr

(6 i)

as required.

Step 3: Derive Af : 0.

Using the equations 6.4 and 6.7 it is possible to find a matrix equation which the

7¿ must satisfy. Combining these equations gives

i,n*n,,:å" [('-Ð#i) 
,,,*Ð,H.-,] ru,,

þ*t¡úr (6 6)

(

( r ,*Ð*r,H ixkt
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and rearranging this gives

(6.e)

Equating coefficients of æ¿,1 gives the following n equations

fori:I,..-,fl

0

defrning f : hr,...,lnf'ancl using the matrix A from equation 6.1, this can be

rewritten in matrix form as

fl

Ð ttrn
ls=2

- lttz
-0 (6.10)

n-I

- lltn - Fzn D
/c= I

n

(et) r'¡'l*änt'lffin*'':o

-rnÐrrff+Ðr,tr : o

'YtË
l=1

) -'t¡ÐPon tlnun
k+i t+i

n
Ð t'trt"
ß=l
k+2

- ltzt - Fnr

- Fnz

'lt

1z

1nþ"k

Step 4: Solve Af : 0.

Note that the matrix A has the property that all of its column sums a,re zero' so

lAl : 0, that is, it is non-invertible. This means that equation 6.10 has a non-ttivial

solution where I +0.

scale the variables.y¿ to create the new variables þr:'y¿f ,;¿, where c¿¿: lA;¡l -

(-l)i+ilA¿¿1. Multiplying column i of A by c¿¿ gives the matlix

ct D pu" -c221-t2r

-cLrllt2
n

czz D Pzu
lc= I
k+2

-Cnnþnl

-CnnlLn2

n-l

B_

-ctþtn -czzþzn

and BB - 0. Aiso each column sulrì of B is zero' so lBl : 0

cnn Ð þnx
/c=1
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Lemma 1 IÍ C is a matri,r with all colurnn sunxs equal to zero then (_l)"*olC"ol :

(-t¡r*nlCn,l for all i,r,U : 1,2,. . . ,tz.

Proof of lemma 1: This is seen using a lemma from Chen (Lemma 4.11971). The

lemma says that if a matrix A has all row sums equal to zero then (-1)'*'lAo,l :

(-t¡u+rlÁ¡ul. The transpose matrix c'has row sums equal to zero so (-l);+'lci,l --

(-t¡;+rlC,,ul, that is (-1);+'lC,¡l: (-t¡;+rlCr¿l as required.

Now, denoting the (i, j)th element of A and B by ¿n, and b¿¡ respectively, note that

the matrix B has the property that the sum of row j is

Db.o D"¡¡ont

la;ÀAitl
J

D(-t;o*, oo¡lA¿¡l
l

lAl

0

So B has each row sum equal to zero. This means that B is an equicofactor matlix,

thar is (-r¡t+i lBn¡l : (-1)**' lBktl vi, i,k,l.
Clearly,astherowsumsofBareallzero,P:011,1,..,,1]'isasolutionofBB:¡.

That is þ¿:0, or,1¿: þ¿c¡¿:0lA¿;l is a solution of Af :0'

Using the boundary condition a(1/1 , Nr,.. . , ¡ú") : l gives the constant of propor'-

tionality,

Dn:lÉ1t,o¡No:1
ii

so d : llD¿ N¿lA;il and hence

¡l'nol

'' - DT=, N¿IA¿J
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as required.

6.2 Interpretation of the general result using graph

theory

The interpretation for the general lesult is an extension of the interpreta'tion for the

result for the cases of 2, 3 and four subpopulations. The weight given to a subpopulation

in determining the fixation probability is the sum of a rveight terrn for each path

originating from that subpopulation. In short, the result is a,nalogous to the previotts

cases - the subpopulations with the lalgest excesses of migrants wili have the largest

impact on the fixation probability. This enables us to make some useful generaliastions

about flxation probabilities under various different population structures and mìgration

rates.

Some background is required for the interpretation. One useful reason for con-

structing the equicofactor matrix, B, in the proof of theolern 3 rather than use an

alternate proof is that there is a result from graph theory which leads to a geometrical

interpretation of the terms of the cofactors of equicofactor matrices. First, some ter-ms

that need to be defined:

graph A graph G(V, E), or simply G, consists of a set, V , of nodes together with a set,

E, of unordered pairs of the form (i,i), with i, i eV, called lhe edges of G. The

nodes i and j are called the endpoints of (i, j). In this case each subpopulation

is a node and a link between two subpopulations is an edge'

n

n : the number of nodes in the graph
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degree The degree of the node i is the number of edges incident with node i' Hele

this is the number of subpopulations directly linked to subpopulation i.

labelled graph A graph in which each node has been properly labelled'

directed-graph A directed graph is a set, V,of nodes with a set, E, of ordered pails

(i, j), with i, j eV, called the edges of G. The node i is called the initial node

of (i, j) and the node j is called the terminal node of (i, j), The only difference

between a graph and a directed graph is that the edges of a directed graph a,r-e

ordered pairs of nodes while the edges of a graph are unoldeled pairs. Here, the

edges are a link between subpopulations with a direction in which the migrants

travel - the migrants travel from subpopulation i to subpopulation j.

outgoing degree The number of edges which have i as there initial node. Here, the

number of subpopulations which subpopulation i sends migrants too.

weighted directed-graph A directed graph in which each edge has been assignecl

a weight. Here this a link between two subpopulations which has a direction

and a magnitude - in this application this is the mean number of rnigrants per

generation. I denote by /(i,j) the weight associatecl with edge (i,i)'If Gs is a

subgraph of G, then I denote bV /(Gs) the weight of the subgraph' Gs' and it is

defined as

(r,3)€cs

0

il l\,i) ir Gs l Ø

associated directed graph For an equicofactor matrix, Y, the associa,ted d"irected

graph, denoted by the symbol G(Y) is an n-node, weighted, labelled, directed

graph. The nodes are labelled by the integers from 1 to n, such that if i I j a'ncI
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yij + 0, then there is an edge directed from node i to node j with associatecl

weight A;¡ for i, j : L,2, . .. , n. So for example, the matrix A in equation 6.1 has

the associated directed graph in figure 6.1.

tree A spanning subgraph of a directed graph is said to be a tree if and only if it is

connected and contains no circuits

directed tree with reference node i A subgraph of a graph G, denoted by ¡¡"

symbol ú;, is said to be a directed, tree of G with reference node i if and onl¡'

if (1) it is a tree of G, and (2) the outgoing degree of each node of f¿ is 1 except

the node i which has outgoing degree 0.

The result which is important here is from chen (1971, Theorem 4.3)

Theorern 4 If Y is an equicofactor matrir then the cofactor (-t¡;+ilYÀ i" giuert by

(_r¡,+,lY¡l:Ð T(tn) (6.11)
t¡

Jor i, jrl* : 1,2r...,n where t* is a d'irected tree in G(Y)

or more importantly here

lxnl :t¡(t;) (6.12)
t¡

As B is an equicofactor matrix, each of the cofactors of B is equal. The value in

terms of the matrix A can be calculated by using the following standard result from

matrix theory.

Result: If A. is the matrix obtainecl by multiplying each element of column j of

matrix A by the scalar constant k then lA.l : klAl' so

n"tilAo,l
ryi

1B;,1
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A;¿: fl la,,
+i
n

: ¡ l,4rrl. (6.13)
l-1

combining equation 6.13 with the result of theorem 4 gives

lBu,l:D/(¿r) :fr1¿,,1
t¡ l=1

where ú¡ is a directed tree in G(B). The directed graph G(B) is the same as the

directed graph G(A) with the weights Pii rcplacedby c¿;¡'t'¡¡'

From the definition of ú¡, a directed tree in G(B), the outgoing degree of each node

of f¡ is 1 except for node k which has degree 0. So each term in the sum will be of

the form flryxltt,cu for some ,l k,,, + t which is equal to f(t¡):fIt¡xcnlI'q.nltt,'

And denoting the corresponding directed tree in G(A) by 
"¡, 

gives /(s¡) : llr¡* ltrL :

Í(tx) I flr¡r crt, so

I/("0) : lf(tx)lfI",,
ük t¡ l+k

B*À1n",,

ll l¿,,
l=1

lA*rl- (6.14)

This means that for the matrix A the cofactor lÁ¿¿l can also be considered as a sum

of terms representing the directed trees in G(A) with reference node i. That is, the

coefficients ?¿ can be represented in terms of a set of subgraphs of the graph G(A).

Consider the coefficient 7;. From theolem 6.2 we know that 1 : lA;;ll(Ð¡ lA¡¿lÀI;).

From theorem 4 and the above corollary we know that lA¿;l : Ð", /(s¿) where s¿ is a

directed tree in G(A) with reference node i, so

Ð", "f(t¿)
D¿ ¡ú I", /("¿)

t+k

11il",,
r+k

lx -
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This is the normalised sum of the terms for trees with reference node i. this formula

will now be used to determine the coefficients, 7¿, in some speciflc cases.

6.2.L Some examples

In general there are nn-2 terms in the expansion of lA;;1. In the cases considered in

previous chapters - 2, 3 and 4 subpopulations - there were 1, 3 and 16 terrls in the

expansion which agrees with this formula. The 16 graphs shown in figute 5.9 for the

terms in the expansion of 71 are in fact the directed trees in G(A) with reference node

1.

Example 1: Equal, symmetric migration, Pii : P Vi,i. There aÍe ?7n-2 terms each of

which i" pn-t so lA¿¿l:nn-2lt"n-l for all i. This gives subpopulation i the weight

Un-lrn-2
''li : 

n:ñttr,*tn,=z 
V¿'

All of the subpopulation weights are the same) so all of the subpopulations have the

same impact on the fixation probability. This means that the ovelall fixation probab-

ility for the whole population is equal to the initial frequency in the whole population.

Example 2: Symmetric migration, ¡t¡¡ : ltji. The row sums of rratrix A are all zelo

so A is equicofactor. This means m : lA¿¿ll(Dr lÁ¿rl¡i¡) : lA¡¡l/(D, lArrl/úr) - 'v¡ fol

all i, j. So once again the fixation probability is equal to the initial frequency il the

whole population.

Examples I and 2 confirm the results that were given by Maruyama (1970a; 1970ìr;

1972; ß7a).

Example 3: Population structur-e wibh rrinimal nurnber of connections. With a this

population structure there is only one directed tree with refelence node i fol each i.

This means that each term 7¿ has only one term in its expansion. So 7r can be shown
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to be
i-l rL

?r o( fl/-¿r,r+1 fl p,,,-,.
l=1 l=i*l

In the case where there is a prevailing wind along a line of subpopulations such that

þ¡,¿+t - 21", l-ri,;-t - ¡-r, this can be evaluated to give 1;:Zi-rl'"-1. This means that

each subpopulation is twice as important as the subpopulation immediately dolvn u¡ind

from it as the wind is causing twice as many rnigrants to go with the wind as against

it. For this reason, Subpopulations which are a long way down wind will have little

influence on the overall population fixation probabilities'

Example 4: Central subpopulation connected to n - I subpopulations with centla'l

subpopulation most productive. In this situation there is only one path in each of

the weights. The weight of the central subpopula,tion is fl!=z ttt¿ and the weight of

each of other subpopulation j is ¡t¡rl!T=r,¿+¡ ltt¿. ll the central subpopulation sends ¡-ro

migrants to each of the outer subpopulations and each of the outer suìrpopulations sencls

É¿u migrants where p,a ) pbt then the weight of each subpopulation is ^h: p'll-r a:ncl

1¡: ttu4y-z. So the central, most productive subpopulation here has a weight I't"lFt,

times greater than each of the outer subpopulations. If the central subpopulation was

no more productive than each of the outer subpopulations then each subpopulation

would have an equal weight as miglation would be symmetlic'

Example 5: Now consider the above population structure with one of the outer'

subpopulations producing the greatest excess of migrants. Call the outer subpopulation

which is most productive subpopulation 2 and ¡-tzr : þo, lf,ir : É¿¡ when i : 3.,' . .,?7

and ¡r1¡ : lib. Then the weights for each of the subpopulations is 'Yz : ttt'þT-z a,nd

.y¡ : lt1-r for all other values of j. This shows that position of a, subpopulation is

not important. The important thing in detelmining the weight of a subpopualtion is

whether or not a subpopulation produces an excess of migrants.

Example 6: No net migration - circular mig'-a,tion. An exa'mple of no net migration
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without having symmetric migration is circular migration. In this case, the subpop-

ulations are arranged in a circle with ea,ch subpopulation sending migrants onlv to

the subpopulations to the immediately adjacent subpopulations on either side. In

this situation, each of the weight terms is made up of n terms. As an example,

^h : ÐT=' ilf=i p;,¿+r.l!T=*+t þ¿+t,¡' 11 p';,;+t : ltrnr : ¡'ro and þ¿+t'i : Ftn: p6' then

!o,nùrn{\ : Di=t p\pi-k. Similarly, each of the weights can be shown to be equal to

11 and so each subpopulation has equal weight in determining the frxation probability'

6.3 Concluslons

In this chapter a formula has been found for the fixation probaìrility of a neutÌal

allele Ar for a population divided into n subpopulations. An interpretation of this

formula has been given using graph theory which can be used to interplet some special

cases such as the population structule with the minimal numbel of connections. The

fixation time formula can not be solved in a genelal form ancl would need to be solvecl

numerically for specific cases. The conclusions relating to the fixation pÌobability

support the conclusions of other authols who have considerecl the probiem r.rsing other

rnodels. This result also extends the results of other authors to the ca,se where there is

asymmetric migration.

The size of a subpopulation is also irnportant in cletermining horv rnuch it influences

fixation probability. The influence of a subpopulation is directly ploportional to its

size (ignoring the effect of differential migration)'

I found that in general when migration is a,symmetric, and ignoring the impact of

size on the weight of a subpopulation, the subpopulations which procluce the greatest

surplus of migrants are the most important subpopulations in determiuing the fixation

probability. That is, those subpopulations which send out rrìore migr-ants than theY
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receive are the most important subpopulations in determining the frxation probability

of the whole population. I also found that the position of a subpopulation within the

population is not important in determining its impact on the fixation probability of

the whole population. That is, an edge and a centre subpopulation have an equal

impact on the fixation probability of the whole population if they are each produci[g

the same net number of migrants provided the migrants are going to subpopulations

of equal importance. The position relative to source/sink populations does have a'll

efiect on the weight of a subpopulation. If a subpopulation tends to send migrants

to a subpopulation which in turn has a large surplus of outgoing migrants, rvheLeas

another subpopulation tends to send migrants to a subpopulation which ha's a' net

deficit of outgoing migrants then the first of these snbpopulations will have a grea'ter

impact on the fixation probability of the population as a whole. This is because the

first of these subpopulations is indilectly having its alleles spread more widely than

the second subpopulation. In terms of the graph theory used here, the tr-ees referencecl

to the first subpopulation have a greater weight. The trees referenced to the seconcl of

these subpopulations have a lesser weight'

6,4 Summary of chaPters 3, 41 5 and 6

In chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 I have consiclered the problem of fixation proba'bility ancl

mean fixation and absorption times for subpopulations with two, three and foul sub-

populations. I have also considered the fixation probability fol a population subdivicled

into a general n subpopulations. The models used have several assumptions in com-

mon. Firstly they are all based on the wright-Fisher model. They have no selection'

Subpopulations are all of constant size'

There are several general conclusions that have been found to be true fol each of
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these models

o The fixation probability in the whole population is equal to a weighted average

of the intial frequency in each subpopulation. This is also equal to a weighted

average of the frxation probability in each subpopulation considered separately.

o When migration is symmetric between connected pairs of subpopulations, the

fixation probability of an allele in the whole population is equal to the ove.-all

initial frequency of that allele in the whole population. 1

o When there is no net migration between the subpopulations, for example when

there is circular migration, as in example 6 in section 6.2.1, the fixation p..'ob-

ability is also equal to the initial frequency in the whole population. This is

equivalent to the result obtained by Maruyama (1970a).

r When migration is not symmetric then the subpopulations which produce the

greatest excess of migrants tend to have the largest impact on the fixation ptob-

ability. The fixation probability will not generally be equal to the overall initial

frequency but will be closer to the initial frequency of those subpopulations which

produce the most migrants.

o The position of a subpopulation relative to other subpopulations is not important

in detemining how much influence tirat subpopulation will have on the fixation

probability. That is, whether a subpopulation is near the edge or the centr-e is

not in itself important in determining influence it has on the fixation probability'

o In terms of the graph theory used here, the subpopulations which have the

greatest effect on the fixation probability a,re those subpopulations rvhose ref-

erenced trees have the greatest weight. As mentioned in the plevious point'

this will genera,lly be those subpopulations which produce the most tligrants.
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However, as mentioned in section 6.3, it is also important how many migrants

are produced by the subpopulations which receive the migrants from the subpop-

ulation in question. Essentially, this is saying that the sum of the weights of the

trees referenced to a subpoulation is the important quantity which is equivalent

in words to the main theorem(3) of this chapter'
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Chapter 7

Fixation Probabilities with

selection

7.L Introduction

In this chapter I introduce selection into a single population Wright-Fisher moclel. In

the preceding chapters it has always been assumed that the alternative alleles, A1 ancl

Az, at the locus under consideration are selectively neutral. This means that in the

models used up until now, A1 and A2 juveniles have been produced by a given subpop-

ulation according to the proportion of Al and Az adults in the previous generation in

that subpopulation. It has been shown when there is no selection that if each poptt-

lation produces the same number- of rrigrants on average (equai symmetric rniglatiol)

then the fixation probability of an allele is equal to the initial frequency of that allele

in the whole population. If this is not true but the weaker condition of symrnetric mi-

gration holds then it is still true that the probability of fixation of an allele is equal to

the inital frequency of that allele in the whole population. In general, when ther-e is no

selection, the fixation probability is a weighted surn of the initial frequency in ea,ch of
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the subpopulations, or a weighted sum of the fixation probability in each subpopulation

considered separately.

With the introduction of selection into the model these results no longer holcl'

Each time a new generation of individuais is born one allele is selectively favoured

over the other, leading to production of more of the selectively favoured allele than

when there is no selection acting. This increases its chance of frxation to a level

greater than its initial frequency in the whole population. The inclusion of selection

in the model used in chapters 3, 4 and 5 makes the model far rnore complicated as

the model is no longer linear. Few authors have attempted to find exact analytic

formulas for fixation probabilities when there is selection acting. Those authors that

have made progress with this problem have either a,ssumed the population is ver)'

large and used deterministic models to approximate the systern (Maruyama, 1970a;

Maruyama ,1972; Slatkin, 1981), or have used simulation studies (Slatkin, 1981). More

recently Tachida and Iizuka (1991) have used an idea introduced by Slatkin (1981)

where it is assumed that the time between migration events is much gr-eatet than the

mean time to absorption in each subpopulation to gain some useful results. This is

known as the iow migration limit.

Solving the Kolmogorov equations (on : P;uar) when selection is allowed is difficult

because the solution is no longer a linear combination of the initial frequencies in each

of the subpopulations with the introduction of selection. It is not just a rnattel of

solving a system of linear equations to find the weights of the initial allele frequencies

in each subpopulation.

In this chapter I will find general formulae which the fixation probabilit¡, ¿r.¿ ,n"

mean fixation and absorption times must satisfy. I will solve these for some small

populations to get exact analytic results in some special cases.

I then combine this model with rnodels from chapters 3, 4 and 5 to get a subcliviclecl
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population model with selection. I describe a model which combines these two assump-

tions and find a matrix formula for the fixation probability and for the mean absorption

time. Numerical solutions will be given for a simple case and these solutions will be

discussed. The model used here is essentially the same as the model used in chapter'3

with selection added in. In general it is very difficult to find analytic solutions for this

model. However, exact numerical solutions can be found for many useful cases.

This work uses an exact Wright-Fisher model to address some of the sarrìe qttes-

tions sddressed by Slatkin (1981), Balton (1993), Tachida and Iizuka (1991) ancl

Maruyama (1970a) using various approximations. I will compare sorrì.e of the reler.ant

results of Slatkin (1981), Maruyama (1970a), and Tachida and Iizuka (1991) with the

symmetric migration case for this rnodel. All of these models show the same qualit-

ative effects for the fixation probability. Some authors consider mean fixation tirre

rather than mean absorption time which l consider so it is rrore difficult to compa,re

this aspect of each of the models. There is less agreement betrveen the rnodels when

mean fixation time is considered. Barton's (1993) results appear qualitatively different

from this model and the other models considered here for both fixation probabilitl, ¿¡¡1

mean fixation time even when only weak selection is considered.

7.2 Single Population model

Consider a single (unsubdivided) population with a constant size of l/ individuals.

The assumptions are as describecl in Chapter 2 with the adclition of selection. The

state variable is X(ú) which is the number of A1 individuals in the population at

time ú. There is selection acting in the model which is parametelised by the valiable

s € (-1,oo). I assume the selection variable only affects the systern through its effect

on the function o(i, s) which is used to determine the tlansition proba,blilities. The
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transition probabilities under selection will now be described in rnore detail

7.3 Transition probabilities

In order to calculate the transition probabilities it is first necessary to specify how

selection takes place. As specified in Chapter 2, it is assumed that there are ma,ny

juveniles born and that the next generation of adults is then sampled frorn these ju-

veniles. The selection in the population is assumed to be on these juveniles befole

they recruit to the breeding stock. The functìon o(i, s) is defineci to be the probabilit¡,

that an individual which is in the pool of juveniles and available to be lecruited to the

breeding stock at generation t * 1 has the A1 allele, given there rvere i individuals rvith

the Ar allele and N - i individuals with the A2 allele at generation ú.

A selection function is required which is equivalent to Ar and A2 alleles being botn

in the ratio (1 * s)i : ¡/ - i ancl these juveniles then being sampled binomially to ma,ke

the next generation of breeding inclividuals. Because of the way s is defined, selection is

not symmetric, that is a selection coefficient of, say -0.5, is not opposite in its selective

effect to a selection coefrcient of 0.5. If a new varìable, s', is defined which is equa,l to

s for negative values of s and equal to s' : s/(i + s) for positive vaiues of s, then the

action of s' is symmetric. This transfo'-mation is used on the graphs in this section as

it makes the action of selection easiel to interpret because negative and positive values

have the same effect. All calculations are performed using untransformed s.

I define the function o(i,") : ffi. With this formulafor o(i,s), s must lie in

the range -1 < s < oo and the neutral case is when s:0. It has the properties

a(O,s) : 0, o(ly',s) : 1, and 0 < o(i,") < 1 for 0 < i < ¡/. A negative value for s

signifies selection against allele A1 and a positive value for s signifies selection in favour'

of the A1 allele.
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The transition probabilities for rnoving from state i to state k are given by the

formula

P¿,* : (T)",,, ")È(1 - ø(i, s))N-À

(i) (*#).('-H*)'*
The fixation probability when there ar-e initially i At alleles in the population is denotecl

o¿ and can be found by solving the I(ohnogorov equations.

N
ai : t pi,kok) i : 0, 1r2,... rN. (7 1)

È=O

In words this equation means that the probability of fixation from initial state i is

equal to the probability that the frrst transition is to state k and then fixation occuïs

from state k, summed over all possible values for k'

As the fixation probabiliti€s ds : 0 and oN = 1 are already known these ecluations

can be simplified to give

N-1
o,; : D p;kdk I p¿,¡rt i: I,2,.. . ,¡\r - 1.

le=L

This can be formulated in matrix form as follows.

a:PcrfPlv (7.2)

0: (I - P)-tP" (7 3)

where
A1

d2
(7 4)

0N-l

or

a
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Pt,t Pt,z Pt,N-r

P_ (7 5)

PN-r,r PN-t,z PN-r,N-r

and

Pr,ru

PN: (7 6)

PN-r,N

Equation 7.3 is a set of ¡/ - 1 linear equations in I/ - 1 unknowns and can then be

solved to find the fixation probabilities of the system in question.

This analysis applies whether or not there is selection as the transition probabilities,

p;j,have not been explicitly stated yet.

7.4 Finding the fixation probabilities

With the stated assumptions, it is possibie to flnd an analytic solution for the fixation

probability of the A1 allele. In practice this will be arithmetically clifficult for large

populations, but this method ca,n still be used to find numeric solutions fol rnedittm

sized populations. For large populations a diffusion model (see for example, MaLu5,a¡1¿,

1970a; Slatkin, 1981; Moran, 1960) would be better from a computational point of view

and the assumptions of the diffusion model are generally satisfied.

In this section I will use pij as a short hand notation for p;j(s) as the transition

probabilities are affected by the level of selection.

7.4.L Solution for N - 2

In the case ly' : 2, a and P become

¿¡:[o,t], P:þrrl
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and equation 7.3 becomes

a1 : (l - pn)-rpt2 : J+. Q.i)L-Ptt

This is graphed in figure 7.1 for the case when there is initially one .4,1 allele. The

graph shows that when s : 0 (neutral alleles) the fixation probability is equal to the

initial frequency, 0.5. When there is selection in favour of the A1 allele (s > 0) it is

more likely to be fixed than the neutral case, and when ther-e is selection against the

Ar allele (r < 0) then it is less likely to be fixed than the neutral case as woulcl be

expected.

Now substituting o(i,s): ff# into equationT.T we get the flxation probability

for the ,4.1 allele from the initial state where there is one Ar allele out of the trvo alleles

in the population is
2

a
lis
21's

2*s

p: Ptt Ptz

Pzt Pzz

1
1*s l-l*sL 2+s

n

7.4.2 Solution for N - 3

In the case lú :3,, a and P become

and

ot:
r-Ptt

-Pzt

(7.8)

so

lptr(l - pzz) -f pnpzz]ll(l - pt')(l - Pzz) - PnPztl

[nr"Q - prr) 'f pztpnll[(l - pt')(l - Pzz) - PnPzt]
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Figure 7.1: Plot of fixation probability as a function of the selection coefficient, s, when

there is initially one A1 allele in a single population of size trvo.

Substituting ø(i, ") 
: ff* we get

(3Xå#)' '-(3)(X#*)'?(r-ztttr;
+(3X#)'('-#X3X1i+)'

'-(ïXHX'-#)' '-(;X{fr*)'z(r-ffi; -(;) ( å#)' ('- #) (î) ( +++) (r- 1++ ¡'?

(åx?á#)' '-(?X#X'-#)' +(?X 3á*+ 
) ( r- :áï#;'? 

13X #)'
'-(iX#X,-#)' '-(;X?á++)'?(r-ititt¡ -(;) ( #)' ('-#) (î) ( Xål*)(r-ffi ;'

This is graphed in figure 7.2. The results here are qualitatively the sarte as for the

case of two populations. As would be expected, the probability of fixation of the A1

allele is higher than the neutral case when there is selcetion in favour of the A1 allele

and lower than the neutral case when there is selection against the A1 allele. It can

also be seen that for any level of selection, the probability of fixation is higher for the

case where the initial frequency is higher.
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Figure 7 .2: Plot of fixation probability as a function of the selection coefficient, s, rvhen

there are initially one (alpha(1)) and two (alpha(2)) A1 alleles in a single population of

size three. Increasing the selection for an allele increases its chance of fixation regardless

of starting state.
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7.4.3 Solution for lú I 4

Equation 7.3 is a general formula whìch will not in general have a simple analytic

solution for large N, however a matrix solution can be found. Equation 7.3 can be

rewritten as

Qo: P;y

where Q : I - P. Using the fact that Q is non-singular the solution can be written as

Ai - DË:' p¡¡tlQ ¡l
lal

where Q¡; i" the matrix Q rvith row j and column i removed

7.5 Finding the mean time to absorption

In chapter 4 a general formula was derived for the mean times to absorption and fixation

for the case of no selection in a subdivided poptlation and is given in equation 4.5.

An analogous formula applies here for the mean absorption time with the entries of

the probability matrix P changed to account for the selection acting in the population'

The formula derived is

r : (I - P)-'1 (7.9)

or defining Q : (I - P), we get

T : Q-11 (7.10)

and once again there is not generally a straightforward analytic solution for this equa-

tion except when .l/ is small.

In this chapter I wilt only consider- mean absorption time as the calculation of neall

fixation time is exactly analagous using a scaled probability Pi¡ instead of p¿,¡.
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Figure 7.3: Plot of mean absorption time as a function of the selection coefficient,

s, when there is initially one A1 allele in a single population of size two. Incr^easing

selection rapidly reduces time to absorption.

7.6.L Mean absorption time in the case N - 2

In the case N :Z,Tt: (1 -prr)-r and substituting ø(i,s) : (H, we get

1Tt: 1- (î);Hl'-ffi1
This is graphed in figure 7.3. The main observation here is that the uraximum of the

mean absorption time occurs when selection is neutral (s : 0). At this point the mean

absorption time is 2 generations, which is equal to the number of individuals in the

population.

7.6.2 Mean absorption tirne in the case /ú - 3

The mean absorption times for the case .ly' : 3 can be found using the equation
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f:

Solving and substituting ø(i,s) : (#,we get

(7.11)
r-P,t

-Pzt

T

1-

1- +

'-(îX#X'-#)' '-(;xxë+) ('-Xi#) -(;X #)' ('- #XiX XË+X'- ii#)
l- 1-

'-(îX#X'-#)' '-(;X+++)'?(r- X+*¡ -(åx#) ('-#xix+++)('-1++)

which is graphed in figure 7.4. Notice that as in the case .lú : 2, lhe mean nurnber of

generations until absorption is equal to the population size when there is no selection

acting. When lú : 3 the maximum of the mean absorption times occul when the A1

allele is not neutral. The maximum of the mean absorption time when thele is initially

one A1 allele occurs when the selection decreases the probability that the s)¡stem will

quickly go to the nearest absorbing state, zero Al alleles, by weakly selecting in favoul

of the Ar allele. Similarly when there are initially two A1 alleles, the maxirnum mean

absorption time occurs when weak selection is forcing the system away from the nearest

absorbing state, that is, when there is weak selection against the A1 allele.

1-

7.5.3 Mean absorption time in the case N > 4

Equation 7.9 is a general formula which does not have a simple analytic solution fol

large .lü. However, a general matrix solution for the mean absorption tirne can be

found. Equation 7.9 can be rewritten as

QT_1,
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Figure 7.4: Plot of mean absorption time as a function of the selection coeffi.cient, .*,

when there are initially one (T(1)) and two (T(2)) Ar alleles in a single population of

size three. Time to absorption rapidly decreases as selection strengthens.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of fixation probability obtained using the exa,ct Wright-Fishel

model with two other methods from previous authors.

then because Q is non-singular the solution can be written as

_ ÐË;'18¡¿l
lal

where Q¡¡i" the matrix Q with row j and column i removed

7.6 Comparisons with other models which include

selection

As the results are qualitatively the same for the cases .ly' : 2 and lú : 3 I will onl¡,

consider here the case Iú : 3. The lesults obtained here are cornpared to the results

obtained using the diffusion model (Maruyama, 1970a) and using the model usecl b1,

Moran (1960).

T;
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The two Wright-Fisher graphs represent 1) the approximate Wright-Fisher model

using 0 : s and 2) the approximate wright-Fisher model using 0 : s/(1 + s). The

formula used here is
1 _ 

"-2N0to
| _ e-2N0

as I use a population size of .lú, not 2lú as was assumed by Moran (1960). Note that

the diffusion method approach gives the same results as "WFl"'

Figure 7.5 shows that the Moran approach gives a vely close resuit to the lesttlt

obtained here using what is essentially an exact Wright-Fisher method. The approx-

imate Wright-Fisher result on the other hand gives a poor a'pproximation to the results

obtained here unless selection is very weak. It also gives a very large range of possible

values between the upper and lower bounds. The diffusion approach also gives a pool

approximation to the results obtained here as it is equal to the approximate lVright-

Fisher model with 0 : s. It gives an estimate which is consistently closer to the initial

frequency than the exact fixation probability is.

7.7 Subdivided Population model

The model developed in this section combines the subdivided population stlucture

for two subpopulations as used in chapters 3 and 4 with the selection introducecl for

a single popuiation in section 7.2. The model is a two subpopulation version of the

model described in Chapter 2 with selection. The two subpopulations are of consta'nt

size N1 and l/2. Migration is allowed between the two subpopulations but is limitecl

to a maximum of one migrant in each direction per genetation. The probability of a

migrant from population I to 2 i" pp and from population 2 to population 1 \" prt' One

haploid locus is considered and at this locus thele are two alternative alleles A1 a'nd A2'

Selection is assumecl to be of equal intensity in the two populations and is parameterisecl
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by the variable s € (-1, oo). The selection variable, s, affects the functions ø1(i, s) and

oz(j,s) which are then used to deterrnine the tlansition probabilities in subpopulations

1 and 2 respectively. As with the single population case where selection was included,

in subpopulation 1, ø1(0,s) : 0, or(l/r,s) : 1 and 0 1 ot(i,") < 1 for 0 ( i < lú1, ancl

in subpopulation 2, o2(0,s) : 0, oz(Nz,s) : 1 and 0 1 oz(i,s) < 1 for 0 < i < Nr.

The function ø1(i,s) is the probability that an individual in the pooi of juveniles

from subpopulation 1 at time f * t has the A1 allele, given there were i indivicluals

with the A1 allele and .lúr - i individuals with the A2 allele in subpopulation 1 at time

ú. It is defined as

ø1(i,s) : ffi. (7.t2)

The function can be thought of as equivalent to Al alleles and A2 alleles being born in

subpopulation 1 in the ratio (1 f s)i : ¡y'r - i before migration and these indivicluals

being sampled binomially after migration.

Similarly for population 2, the function used to determine the probability of an

allele A1 being born is

ozU,s): çrl.-Ù (2.13)
l\2 ! sJ

and can be thought of as equivalent to A1 alleles and Az alleles being born in subpop-

ulation I in the ratio (1 + s), : /úz - j before migration and these inclividuals being

sampled binomially after migration.

The variable of interest in the rnodel is the number of A1 alleles present in ea,ch

population at time f, where X, is the number present in population 1 and lí is the

number present in population 2 at time f '

With probability p21 there will be a migrant from population 2 to population 1. In

a
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this case Xr+r has the conditional distribution

Xr+rlX, - i,Y - j, migrant from pop 2 - Bin(Nt - I',o1(i,s)) + Bin(l,or(i,t))

(7.14)

and with probability | - ¡.rzt there will be no migrant from population 2 to population

1, giving conditional distribution

xr+rlx, : i,Y - j, no migrant from pop 2 - Bin(N1, o1(i, s)) (7.15)

so the conditional distribution of X¿+r can be represented as

xr+tlx, : i,y: j - ¡.t21lBin($ - L,o¡(i,s)) + Bin(l'oz(i's))]+(t-pzr)Bin(N1' ø1(i, s))

(7.16)

7.8 Finding the fixation probabilities

As in the case where there rwas no selection, the probabilit¡, e1fixation from state (i,i)

IS

o(i, j): t P((i, i) + (k, l))o(/c, l) (7. r 7)

(È,¡)

and we know that a1o,o¡ : 0 and a(ry,,rur) : 1 so equation 7.77 can be rewr-itten in

matrix form as

e':d'P *Pír,,",1 (7.18)

where

a' - (o(0, 1),4(0, 2),. . ., o(0, Nr),4(1,0), . . . ,4(l[r, ¡ú, - 1)) (7'19)

P{rur,rur) : (P1o,r¡-+1Nr,Nz), P1o,z¡-+1ru,,N2),"' , P1ru,,rur-l)-+(N1,lvr)) (i'20)

and
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is the vector containing the fixation probabilities for each state and P is the transition

probability matrix. Putting Q : I - P the system can be rewritten as

Q'o:4t',"r). (7'2r)

It can be shown using a counter example that a(i, j) is not of the form /(i) + g(i)

when there is selection acting, so the sum in equation 7.I7 can not be simplified as it was

in chapter 3 in the case when thele was no selection acting. Without this simplification

it becomes extremely difficult to find analytic solutions except when the populations

are very small. The difficulty in calculating fixation probabilities arises because the

matrix P is a [(¡ft + tX¡f, + 1) - Z] x [(Nt + tX¡f, + 1) - 2] square matrix and to

find the fixation probabilities the matrix Q : I - P must be inverted' As population

size increases, this matrix will increaes in size very rapidly with each dimension of the

matrix being roughly equal to the square of the populatio[ size.

The solution of equation 7.2I ca'n be written as

Ð*,t P(*,t)-+(Nr,N2) l8ro,,l,rr,¡ll (7.22)di,j
tal

where Q6,t¡,1;,¡¡ is the matrix Q with the row corresponding to state (k'l) and the

column corresponding to state (i, j) removed.

7.8.1 Example with symmetric rnigration

The equation can be solved numerically in some interesting cases. As an initial example

I consider two small subpopulations with symmetric migration. I assurne ¡út - AIz : 3,

þzt : lttz :0.2 and compare this with the single population 1ú : 6. Figures 7'6 and

7.7 below show the fixation probabilities for these two cases.

To give a clearer indication of the effect of subdividing the population, figure 7.8

shows the absorption probabilities for a, given set of initial conditions in each of the

population structures which have the sa,lne overall initial frequency.
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It is clear that when s : 0, that is there is no selection, the subclivision of the

population has no effect on fixation probability as determined in chapter 3 ancl the

fixation probability is just equal to the initial frequency in the whole population. The

greatest difierence between the subdivided and single population case occurs when there

are initially few Ar alleles in the population, in particular when one of the populations

has no ,4.1 alleles.

If there is selection in favour- of the A1 alleles, the probability that one of the srnal-

ler subpopulations becomes fixed for the A1 allele is higher than the probabilit5' of the

single larger population becoming fixed for the A1 allel. This is beacuse if both sul>

populations initially have one A1 allele, then the initial frequency in the subpopulation

is twice that in the single population and the level of migration in this example is failly

low. Once one of the subpopulations becomes fixed for A1 and there is selectio[ in

favour of this allele, the other subpopulation will also generally become fixed. This is

because if one subpopulation is flxed for the Ar allele and there is a migrant Az allele

from the other subpopulation, the selection in favour of At will genetally ensure that

A1 again becomes frxed in that subpopulation. If there is a migrant from the subpop-

ulation which is fixed for A1 to the other subpopulation then because it is selectivel)'

advantaged it will generally also become fixed in that subpopulation'

A similar argument to the a,bove holds when there are initially a large number of

A1 alleles and selection against ,41. The argument is the same with the roles of .41 ancl

A2 reversed. However, when thele are initially large numbers of Ay alleles then the Ar

allele will generally become fixed anyway, so selection in favour of the A1 allele rvill

have less effect.

For the two population stluctures considered here even in the most extrellle case'

subdivision in itself causes relatively small changes in the fixation probabilitl'. In

absolute terms it is always iess than 0.1'
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Iizuka (1gg1) and Barton (1gg3) with the results of this chapter. The diffe'ent r'ethods

achieve similar results, especially for small s, witir the exception of Barton (1993) rvhich

appears incorrect.

7.8.2 Comparison with other results

The results from equation 11 of slatkin (19s1) were graphed using additive selec-

tion, 2N : 3 and compared with the case -lú : 3, l.ttz = lf,tz: 0.05 for this moclel'

(Note that slatkin uses 2.1ú as the population size whereas I use lú as the popula-

tion size so these examples are actually equivalent.) These are both compared lvith

Maruyama,s (1970a) result for subdivided populations in the high migration lirnit'

with additive selection the probability densit y,, G(r,,1ü), from slatkin's model becornes

G(r, N) : exp{-4.1úsrr}. This is then integrated to find "(¡ú)' 
the probabilitv of fi'xa-

tion for an allele in a population of size 1ú when there is initially one allele, and U, the

probability that all subpopuiations become fixed once one subpopulation has become

-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4
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frxed. The probability of fixation for a mutant gene is then given by u(lú)t/ in the

low migration limit and u(n.lü) in the high migration limit (this is the same result as

Maruyama, lg7ga). Tachida and Iizuka (1991) give a formula for fixation probability

using a probabilistic model in the particular case where migration is asymmetric but

low and selection is acting at different strengths in each subpopulation. I consider their'

model with p12 : ltrzt: 0.05 (*r. : rn2 -- 0.05 in their notation) and with selection

uniform across both subpopulations. There are two subpopulations each of size lú : 3

and selection is of equal intensity in each subpopulation.

The results are shown in frgure 7.9. The results obtained using the model describecl

in this chapter are intermediate between Slatkin's (1981) low and high migration limits

for most values of s. Tachida and lizuka's (1991) model produces resuits r,vhich ale quite

close to the high migration limit. All of the models show that when s : 0, that is ther-e

is no selection, subdivision of the population has no effect on the fixation probabilit5'.

The models generally agree at least in the qualitative effects that subdivision a,nd

selection have on the fixation probability'

The models of Slatkin (1981), and Tachida and Iizuka (1991) ar-e very close to the

results obtained here when s is small. The results of Maruyama (1970a) (and the high

migration limit of Slatkin, 1981) are not very close to the results I obtain, even foÌ

small s.

7.9 An approximation

In subsection 5.3.2 it was noted that when there is no selection the fixation probabilitt'

in the whole population is equal to the weighted average of the flxation probabilities

in each subpopulation considered separately. This approximation is tested hele for the

case where there is selection'
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consid.er a system where there are two subpopulations each containing three in-

dividuals with serection acting. The fixation probabilities for this system a'-e given

byequationT.22.Theapproximationbeingusedhereforthefrxationprobvability

in the population as a whole is the weighted average of the fixation probability in

each subpopulation considered separately' In Figure 7'10' the frxation probabilities

for this system are compared with the approximation. crearry the approximation is

not very good except when selection is small' The approximation rapidly deteriorates

as selection becomes stronger in either direction' The teason that the approxirnation

doesnotworkverywellisthatforfrxationofthenon-selectedalleletooccurirrtire

subdivided population, this allele rvould have to be fixed in both of these populations'

when selection is acting against fixation of A1 in the whole population, the proba'bilitl'

of frxation of in the whore popuration is croser to the product of the pr-obabilities of

fixation in each subpopuration separately than the weighted average of probabilities of

fixation in each subpopulation separately' This is because fixation in the whole popu-

lation is most likely to occur by fixation happening in each subpopulation separatel¡'

and ind,ependently, and the probability of two independent events both occurling is

the prod.uct of the probabilities of the two events' when selection is acting against

fixation of A1 and one subpopulation becomes frxed for allele A2 then it is more likei¡'

thatamigrantfromthesubpopulationfixedfotAzwillbecomefixedintheotlrer

subpopulationfixedforAlthanamigrantfromthepopulationfixedforArbecoming

frxed in the subpopulation frxed for A2'

7.LO Mean absorPtion times

The general formula derived for the mean absorption time in chapter 4 is still applicable

here with the state space and transition probabilities appropriately moclified' The sta'te
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imation only works for very small values of s'
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space is the set of all pairs of states (nr,yr) with the absorbing states removed' This

means there are (Nr + f X¡f, + 1) - 2 states in the state space. The formula, which rvas

derived in chapter 4 is

T: (I _ P)-t1

where

P1o,t¡*1o,t¡

P1o,z¡-10,r¡

P1o,t¡-10,r¡

P1o,z;*10,2¡

P1o,r¡*1lv,,lvr-t¡

P(o,z)*(¡vr,lvr-r)
P- (7.23)

P1.iv,,rvr-r¡-+10,r¡ P1ru,,lrr-r¡-+1o,2¡ P(ru,,rur-r)*(Nr,Nz-1)

As in the case of the fixation probabilities, it is generally not possible to soh'e these

equations analytically. They can be solved numerically and again, the case ly't : ly'z :

3, ¡trz: p2t:0.2 is used as an example and compared with the subgle population

case with N :6.

From figures Z.1l and T.lZ it is clear that there are dramatically different neall

absorption times when the population is subdivicled compared with a single population'

In general, mean absorption times are greater for the subdivided population than fo,--

the equivalent single population. This is because in a subdivicled population each

subpopulation may be frxed for a different allele for some time until a migrant passes

between the two subpopulations and provides the opportunity for absorption in the

whole popululation. When migration is lower then this effect is even more noticeable.

If the initial frequency of the Ar allele in the whole popula,tion is less than half, then

the mean absorption time is greatest when there is moderate selection in favouÌ of that

allele. This is true regardless of the popuiation structure. This is because mode,.-ate

selection decreases the chance that the population will quickly become fixed for '42 the

most common allele in the population, and increa,ses the chance that the allele vr'ill

be fixed rather than lost. Because selection is only moderate it will still take a long
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time for the allele to become fixed. rffhen selection is strong in favour of the A1 allele,

the mean absorption time is not as high because the allele is more likely to be fixed

but the time to absorption will be short as A2 alleles will quickly be rernoverl from the

population bY selection.

one interesting phenomenon which occurs when the population is subdiviclecl but

not when it is a single population is the mean absorption time having a ilrinirnum of

6 generations for initiar states where the A1 allele is initia[y abse't fro'r one of the

subpopulations but selection favours that allele'

To show more clearly the effect that subdividing the populatiol has on mean a'l>

sorption time, flgure 7.13 shows the mean absorption time for initial states in the trvo

difierent population structures with the same overall initial freqnency' Generaliv for-

high initial frequencies of the A1 allele, weak selection against this allele will incr-ease

the mean absorption time. For both of the situations shown in frgure 7'13 the max-
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imum mean absorption time occurs when s È -0.3. Fot la'-ger negative values of -s the

system will very quickly move to loss of the Ar allele in those cases where it is not fixecl

by chance in the first generation. The mean absorption time when the popuiation is

subdivided will decrease to 6 generations wher-eas in the singie population case it rryill

decrease to 1 generation. This is because in the subdivided population case whe'-e s is

close to -1, the subpopulation which initially conta,ins the Az allele will quickly become

fixed for lhe Az allele. It will then take on average 5 gener-ations fot a migrant to go

from this population to the other population where again it rvill quickly become fixed'

If in the intervening time there is a migrant from the population frxed for Ar to the

population fixed for ,4,2 this migrant will be selected against and in'ill disappea'- very

quickly.
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initial frequency 1/6 in each of the single and subdivided population cases'

7.LO.L Comparison with other results

It would be more difficult to compa,re mean absorption times than it wa's to com-

pare fixation probabilities as the papels referÌed to in the fixation plobability sectioD

(Maruyama, 1970a; Tachida and Iizuka, 1991; Slatkin, 1981) all consicler the mea'lì

absorption time rather than the mean absorption time which I have considered her-e'

A comparison could be made by suitably adjusting the pÌobability matrix P to only

consider those situations which result in absorption'
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Chapter I

Variations tn population sizea

8.1- Introduction

A major limitation of the models considered in the preceding chapters is that the¡'

all require constant population size. In this chapter I consider cyclical va,r'iation in

population size - an example of this is seasonal variation in insect numbers, although

there are many other examples of populations that vary to a lesser extent. Stochastic

variation in population size is more difficult to combine in a population genetic moclel.

Most authors use an average effective population size or use Monte-Carlo simulation to

model populations which vary in size over time. Here I will use an exact Wright-Fishel

model to test the appropriateness of this model.

In this chapter I will first consider cyclica,l variation in population size before look-

ing briefly at arbitrary variations in population size. The problem of cyclic variation

in population size has generally been dealt with by other attthors by calcuiating an

efiective population size, lü. which is equivalent to the cycling populatìon "avetagecl"

over time. This concept was first introctuced by Wright (1931). The effective popula-

tion size, l/", i, the size that a population of constant s\ze would have to be in older to
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have the same fixation probabilities and mean fixation times as the population which

varies between two different sizes. The effective population size in this case is equal to

the harmonic mean of the two population sizes in the population that varies in size.

The formula for the effective population size is given in section 1.8 in the literature

review and is

rú*:',[;ådr]
The concept of effective population size also works for cycles of more than two geneÌ-

ations.

I consider a single population with a two generation cycle. Two exarnples are

used to compare the results that I obtain with the results obtained using the effective

population size method. I will then consicler cycles of rrore than two generations

and give equations for the fixation probability and mean absorption time which ale

analogous to the equations found when the population was of constant size.

Finally I discuss other types of variation in the population size and consider how

fixation probabilities may be founcl for these cases. A formula is given for the fixation

probability and mean absorption time in this case which is analogous to the equations

found for the case when the popuiation was of constant size. In generai it is vely difficult

to include population dynamics and population genetics in one model without resorting

to simulation. I show that in some situations it is possible to obtain matrix eqttations

for the fi.xation probability when there is stochastic variation in the population size.

These equations can be solved for any palticular case although it is not possible to fincl

a general interpretation from these equations'
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8.2 DescriPtion of the model

The model used in this chapter is a single population version of the model described in

chapter 2 with population size varying ovel time. There is one population which cYcles

between size lú1, at odd numbered generations, and N2, at even numbered generations'

Selection is allowed in the model and is parameterised by the variable s € (-1'-)'

selection acts in essentially the same way as in previous chapter-s (see section 7'3)' It is

assumed that there are many juveniles born with the ratios different from the current

generation because ofthe action ofselection. The breeding stock for the next generation

is then sampled from these juveniles. If there are i individuals in the population rvitir

the Ar allele at time t then A1 juveniles ale born in the ratio (1 + s)i : lúr - i' These

juveniles are sampled binomially to form the breeding siock' The function used to

determine the probability of an Ar allele being born in an even numberecl generatio[

is 
(r + s)i

o1(z,s):,llr*"

and the function used to determine the probability of an A1 allele being born in an

odd numbered generation is

oz(i,s):
1+s)j

Nz * sj'

The variable of interest is the number of A1 alleles present in the population in gener-

ation ú and this will be represented by Xr'

The transition probabilities in the model are given by

Xr+rlX, = j - Bin(N2,ø1(i, s)) when ú is odd (8.1)

Xr+rlXr: i - Bin'(N1,"2(i,s)) when f is even

and

l4t

(8.2)



So

P1(i + j; s) : ø1(i, s)i(t - ot(i,s))Nt-;

P2(j + k;s) o1(j, s)e(r - o{i,"))"'-0.

q:Ptþ*Prru'

þ:Pza* Pz¡,t,

and substituting equation 8'6 into equation 8'5 we get

d.: P1(P2o*PzN") +PlN'

(,ry')

(T)

(8.3)

(8.4)

and

8.3 Finding the fixation probabilities

Define

o(i) : P(fixation of A1 | start with i indivicluals in an odd numbered generation)

þ(j) : p(fixation o1 At I start with j individuals in an even numbe,,-ed generation).

Then the Kolmogorov equations are:

o(i) : t Pl(i -+ i;')PU)
J

p(j) : Ð Pú¡ -+ /c; s)o(k)

and we know a(0) : B(0) : 0, o(Iúr) : þ(Nr): 1' The Kolmogorov equations ca'n

then be expressed in matrix form as

r42
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Definingp:PrPzandP¡y,:PtPzNr+Prru,,theproblemismathematicallythesame

as the problems discussed in chapter 7 with P a Nr - 1 x N, - 1 matrix' The matrix

P¡y, can can be interpreted as the probability that the population goes to fixation ill

the next two generations. It is the probability that fixation occurs on ol' before the

next generation that the population reaches the same point in the cycle, in this case

the next odd numbered generation' Equation 8'7 becomes

a:Pc,*Prv, (8 8)

This can be solved by frrst rearlanging equation 8.8 and substitutin8 Q : I - P to

get

Qo : P;y, (8 e)

which has solution

a(i):DrP*.,Y-,lQx,¡l (8.10)
lal

where p¡,iv, is the lcth element of the vector P/y, and Qn,; is the matlix Q with rorv k

and column i removed'

The fixation probabilities for even generations, B can be found by multipl)'ing the

a by the appropriate matrix, P2 (see equation 8'6)'

g.4 calculating mean absorption times

The method for finding the mean absorption times is very similar to the methocl for

finding the fixation probabilities'

Define

Tl(i) :mean absorption time starting with i inclivduals in a'n ocld nu[rbered genelation
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and

Tr(j) :mean absorption time starting with j indivduals in an even numbered generation'

Then the equations which define the mean absorption time are:

?,(i) : D A(¿ -+ j; s)r2(j)
l

r,U) : Ð P^¡ -+ k;s)fi(k)

fori,,lc:I,...,1ú, -L,i - 1,"',Nz-l and \(i-+j;s) and P'(i + k;s) are as

defined in equations 8.3 and 8.4. The equations can then be expressed in matrix form

AS

Tr:PlT2+1

Tz:P2T1 +1

and substituting equation 8.12 into equation 8'11 we get

T1 P1(P2T1 +1)+1

(PrP2)T1 + (Pl1+ 1)

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

Defining P : PrPz and P1 : Prl * 1, the problem is mathematicaliy the same a's

the problems discussed in chapter 7 with P a lúr - 1 x ¡ü1 - 1 matrix' Equation 8'13

becomes

Tr : PT1 f P1. (8'14)

This can be solved by first rearranging equation 8'14 and substituting Q : I - P

to get

QTT : P¡ (8.15)

yu p¡,nl
which has solution

r{i) :

r44
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where P¡¡, \s the kthelement of the vector Py and Qt ,¿ i" the matrix Q with row k a[cl

column i removed.

The mean absorption times for even generation s, Tz(i), can be found by multiplyi'g

th" ?r(i) by the appropriate matrix, that is Tz: P2T1 + 1'

8.5 Some examples

Example 1: suppose thele is a situation whele ¡ú1 : 12 and Nz :4' The fixatio[

probability and mean absorption time are shown in figures 8.1 and 8'2 respectivel¡''

They are compared with populations of constant size 4, 6 and 12 and in the fixa'tiolì

probability case with the diffusion approximation solutio'for the frxatìon probability'

The efiective population size, N", calculated according to wright's formula (see sec-

tion1.8)islú":6sotheconstantpopulationwithN:6shouldintheorybeagood

approximation to the fluctuating population'

Figure S.l shows the fixation probability for the cyclical population that va'r'ies

between 4 and 12 individ.uals, compared to a population of constant size 4' a population

of constan t sizel1and a population of constant size 6 (= ¡f"). Each of these populations

is considered with harf the initial popuration having A1 aleres. The fixation probabilit'

for the cyclicar population ancl the popuration of size 6 both fa[ i'between the fixation

probability for the population of size 4 and the population of size 12 as woulcl be

expected. The difiusion approximation is also generally fairly close except when 's (

_0.S.Thediffusionapproximationalsohasaslightlyclifferentshapetoalloftlre

wright-Fisher modei graphs. The fixation probability for the cyclical population is ilot

exactly equal to the fixation probability for a population of size l{" and behaves like a

population slightly smaller than 6 individuals. It appears from this example that À!

gives a useful approximation of fixation pÌobabilities for a varying populatiol, at least
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Figure 8.1: comparison of fixation probabilities of a cyclical popuiation with sorne

constant size populations and a difiusion model with population size 6' In each of the

populations, half of the individuals initially have A1 alleles'

when the population size varies cyclically'

Figure 8.2 shows the mean absorption times for the same size populations as befole'

This figure shows that using a population of constant size N" gives a mean absorption

time very close to the time obtained when a, cyclic population is used' The approxima-

tion is better when selection is strong but is still vely close when there is no selection'

As with fixation probability, it appears that N" gives a useful approximation of the

mean absorption time when the population size varies cyclically'

Example 2: Suppose now that the population varies between ¡ú1 : 90 and ¡¿' : 10'

Here the magnitude of the cycle is much greater as ¡ú1 - 9Àrz wheleas in example I'

Iúr :31úz

Figure 8.3 shows the fixation probabilities for the cyclic populatiol with A¡r : 90

and lüz - 10, the fixation probabilities for populations of constant size 10 and 90'
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the fixation probability for a population of constant size N" : 18 and the cliffusion

approximation to the fixation probability for a population of size N" : 18. Half of tire

inidividuals in each model initially have the A1 allele.

The results here are qualitatively the same as the results for example 1' The

fixation probability for the cyclic population is close to the fixation probability for the

population of constant size ¡¿ : 18. The cyclic population has fixation probabilit)'

equivalent to a population of constant size slightly smaller than 18. The fi'xation

probability for the difiusion approxirnation is also close to the fixation probabilitv fol

the population of constant s\ze N. but is equivalent to a population of constant size

slightly larger than lú".

Figure 8.4 shows the mean absorption time for the cyclic population and for con-

stant size populations of size 10 and 90' and lú" : 18' Once again the mean absorption

time for the cyclic population is very close to the mean absorption time for the pop-

ulation of constant size .l/,. when selection is weak the cyclic population ha's nea'n

absorption times slightly less than the population of constant size l/". So the popnla-

tion is equivalent to a population slightly smaller than 18 (:¡ú").

This shows that lú" is a reasonable approximation regardless of the relative rnag-

nitude of the population cycles or the absolute size of the population involved' Howet'er,

the examples considered here show that the effective population size is a slight over-

estimate of the size a population would have to be in order to have the same fixation

probability and mean absorption time as a population which varies in size'

8.6 Cycles with a longer Period

so far only a cycle of two generations has been considered. This is now gener.alised

to allow cycles of three oI mole generations. The I(olmogoÏov equations' given i¡
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Figure 8.3: Comparison of fixation probabilities of a cyclical population with some

constant size populations and a diffusion model with population size 18. In each of the

populations, half of the individuals initially have Ar alleles.
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matrix form, which must be satisfied by the fixation probabilities when the cycle is rz

generations are

d.1 : Ptaz*Pt¡vt

ot2

(tn-r : Pn-t}r* Pt-rlV'-,

Qn: Prrar*PnN-,

where a¿ is the vector of fixation probabiiities fi'om all of the possible states at time

ú, P¿ is transition matrix from genelation ú to generation f * 1 and Pr,iv, it the vector'

of probabilities from each state in the next generation. These are then solvecl bv

substituting the equation for a,, into the equation for a2-1 and so on until the equation

fot az is substituted into the equation for o1. This equation is of the form

ûr : P*or + Pir, (8.17)

TL

where P* : PrPz...P",, and Pfir, : tPr...P¡-rPt,,lv.. Equation 8.17 is a, set of

¡ú - 1 simultaneous equations in lV1 - Tlrrntowns which can be solvecl using stanclalcl

techniques for solving sets of lineal equations. I have not given an example het-e as

there is nothing new mathematically which would be demonstrated which was not

demonstrated in the case of a two generation cycle.

The derivation for the mean absorption time is analogous to the derivation of fixa-

tion probability and gives a set of equations of the form

Tr: P*Tr + Pi.

where P* : PrPz...P,, and Pi :Ði=tP1 ...P¡-rl. Again this is a set of ¡ú - 1

simultaneous equations in N1 - 1 unknowns which can be solvecl to find the mea'n

absorption times for a specific example,
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8.7 Other variations in population size

In this chapter I have considered populations with deteministically cycling popula-

tion size. In nature populations are more likely to fluctuate randomly in size. These

fluctuations occur because of the stochastic nature of birth and death (demographic

stochasticity) and year to year changes in conditions (environmental stochasticity in-

cluding catastrophes such as fire). To incorporate randomly fluctuating population

sizes means that there are two randorn processes in the model. There is the ranclon

process which determines the population size in each generation and once the popula-

tion size has been determined there is the random process that decides how ma'uY of

these individuals will have the A1 alieie'

It is very difÊcult to flnd results for a model like this but there are some useful

things that can be found about the fixation probabilities. It is not my aim here to

discuss population dynamics and the different types of process that cause variation

in population numbers so I will ignore the details of the process which detelmines

population size and use a general unspecified process. Let the number of individuals

in the population at time f be ,^/¿ and as this is independent of the proportion of -41

alleles I wil assume that the Iú¿ are predetermined. Of these 1Vr individuals X¿ ha,ve

the A1 allele.

Let o¿(i) be the probability that the population will eventually go to fixation of the

Ar allele given that there are i A1alleles in generation t. The proba'bility that thele

are j Al individ.uals in generation ú * 1 given there were i A1 individua,ls in genera'tion

fis

Then the o¿(i) satisfy the following equations

a¿(i) - P¿(i,j)aqrfi) + Pr(i,l[t+r) for i - 1,,,., Nr, i - 1,"',lút+r - 1'

P,(i,i): (';,') (fi*)' (' -
N,+r-J
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or in matrix notation

a¡ : P¡a¿¡r * P¿,ru (8.18)

whereo¿isthevector(or(f),...,o¿(lúr-1))',Pr,ryisthevector(Pr(1,1úr+r),...,Pr(¡{r-

1,Iür+t))'and P¿ is the matrixwith (i,j)thelement P¡(i,j) and is l/r - 1 x l/¿.,.1 - 1.

Equatiorr 8.18 can then be used to find a solution for o1 given a series of 1V¿ or'

a process for determining such a series. Using repeated substitutions a formula, ca,n

be found for a1 in terms of a matrix Pi and a sum of products of telms involving

probability matrices P¿ and vectors P¿,¡¡ for t: I,... jn. The equation is of the folm

at:PIc.n*Pi,,N

wherePä: PrPz...P",, and Pj,¡¡: ÉP1 ...Pr-rPr,¡¡: ËPl-rP*,r. If n is much

larger than the mean absorption ti*å1tn"n Pi will U" .r"rfiltose to zero ancl so ojz

is irrelevant to the probability of fixation from time peliod 1 which will largely be

determined by Pj,.¡y. Using any vectol such as (11N.,,...,I|N,.)' for an will provide a

reasonable approximation to o1 âs c,, is multiplied by a matrix which is close to zero.

This process can be performed using a computer program with matrix multiplica.tion.

Again the derivation for the mean absolption time is almost identical to the derivation

of the fixation probability and the mean absorption time is given by the formula

Tr : P;T" ¡ Pil.

where På: PrPr...P,, and P)¡:DT=tPr...P¡-rl : Ðl=rP*-rl. This can l¡e

solved to find the mean absorption time for any particular example.

8.8 Conclusrons

In this chapter I have examined the effect of variations in population size. Initiall¡,

I considered a population where the population size oscillates over two generations.
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Chapter I

Summary of results

The aim of this thesis is to build up a moclel with as few assumptions as possible

and, in doing so, to find how each assumption affects the fixation probability ancl

the mean absorption and mea,n fixation times. To achieve this end I investigate how

population structure and migration rates between subpopulations affect the standarcl

measures of loss of heterozygosity. I consider fixatìon probabilities and mean absorption

and fixation times of an allele at a single locus for a haploid organism under several

different sets of assumptions. In each case there are two alternative alleles, A1 and

A2 at the locus of interest. I consider single populations and subdivided populations.

In some cases the alleles are selectively neutral and in other models there is selection

acting on the allele in question. Finally I consider populations which are not of flxed

size.

In chapter 2 the assumptions underlying all of the models given in this thesis are

detailed and a physical justification of these assurtptions is given'

Initially, in chapters 3 and 4, I consider the case where the population is sul¡dii'iclecl

into two subpopulations of size I/r and .lúz with migration between the two subpopula.-

tions and no seìection acting on eithel allele. Migration is assumed to be asymmetlic.
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Using matrix theory I show that in this initial model the fixation probability of the A1

allele is a weighted sum of its initial frequencies in the two subpopulations' I prove that

the fixation probability only depends on the ratio, 'l : pztf 1"t12, of the average number

of migrants and not on the absoiute number of migrants' If the initial frequencies of

the At allele in subpopulatìons 1 and 2 are rs and !s respectively then the fixation

probability of the A1 allele is a(r6, yo) : ("o + Wo) l(Nt + f Nz)' When migration is

symmetric .y : I and the fixation probability is equal to the initial fi'equency in the

whole population. The result for the ca,se of symmetric mìgration is compared with the

results of other authors who have consiclered the problem using vatious othel rnodels'

I show that the symmetric migration result obtained here is qualitatively consistent

with the results of Maruyama (1970a; 1970b; 1972; 1974) using diffusion rnoclels and

Moran models, slatkin (19s1) using a diffusion model to find upper and lower bounds,

and Tachida and Iizuka (1991) using an exact model with low migration and selection'

The results of Barton (1gg3) using diffusion models are not consistent eithel rvith m¡'

results or the results of the other authors mentìoned here.

Calculation of the mean absorption ancl mean flxation times undel the same a'ssump-

tions is more complicated. This is because quantities involving times to absorption ol

fixation depend on the absolute value of the avelage number of migrants p12 a'ncl Fzl a'ncl

not just on their ratio. In chapter 4 I fincl a general set of mattix equations which can

be solved to find the mean time to absorption or fixation for any specific case although

it is not possible to find a general analytic formula as it is in the case of the fixation

probability. These equations ale solvecl analytically fot a simple cas" (lút : Nz : 2)

with symmetric migration. A iarger example is a,lso considered numerically. The ex-

amples show that mean absorption and fixation time are largely inclependent of the

level of migration except when migration is at a very low level' when migration is at

a low level the mean fixation ancl absorptìon times both rise dtamatica'Ily. I cornpare
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these results with the low migration limit discussed by Slatkin (1981). Slatkin showed

that in the limit of low migration the mean fixation and absorption time both behave

as lf m where rn is the migration rate-

I consider an example of asymmetric migration and find that mean absorption times

are generally fairly low when there is strong migration in one or both directions. The

mean absorption time rises dramatically only when there is low migration in both

directions. I also note in chapter 4 that the results obtained for the mean fixation time

and the mean absorption time are qualitatively similar to each other'

In chapter 5 I consider the case of three or more subpopulations, still witli no

selection. Initially, the three and four subpopulation models are analysed using matlix

theory. The result can not be presented as simply as in the two population case as the

parameter space of the model is larger, but the fixation probability is stili a weightecl

average of the initial frequency in each subpopulation with the weights summing to 1.

I consider the effects of some different population structures and migration strengths.

The main conclusions, as for the case of two subpopulations, are:

o The fixation probability of the A1 allele is always a weighted average of its initial

frequency in each subpopulation with the weights summing to 1.

¡ This is equivalent to saying that the fixation probability is a weighted average of

the fixation probability in each subpopulation considered separately.

o When migration is symmetric the fixation probability is equal to the inital fle-

quency in the whole population legardless of the population structure.

o The most procluctive populations (that is, those which produce the greatest excess

of migrants over immigrants) have the highest weight in determining the fixation

probability. This is intuitively what would be expected'
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¡ It is not just the direct migration, but rather the "net" migration from a subpop-

ulation which determines its influence on fixation probability. So, for example, if

a subpopulation sends out only a small number of migrants but these all go to

a subpopulation which is a source for the rest of the population, and this folms

a large proportion of the immigrants to the source subpopulation, then this sub-

population will have a strong influence on the fixation probability in the whole

population.

o A central subpopulation does not necessarily have a greater influence on flxa-

tion probability than edge subpopulations, unless it is also a soulce subpopula'-

tion. This result is counter-intuitive as it would seem tha,t central subpopulations

should have a greater impact. However, although the centrai subpopulations gen-

erally send migrants to more subpopulations, they also receive immigra,nts from

more subpopulations. This is true unless, for example, the central subpopulation

is of higher quality habitat than edge subpopulations in which case the central

subpopulation is more productive than edge subpopulations and hence will have

a greater influence on fixation probabilty' r

Mean fixation and absorption time ale not considered for the three and four snbpopu-

lation cases.

In chapter 6 I consider the general problem for an arbitrary number of subpop-

ulations, n. Using graph theory I find a general analytic formula for the flxation

probability for any population structure. The fixation probability is again a weightecl

average of the initial frequency in each subpopulation with the weights summing to

1. As in the specific cases discussed in earlier chapters, this can be thought of as the

weighted average of the frxation probability for the A1 allele in each subpopulation

considered separately. I prove for the general case that when migration is symrnetric
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the frxation probability is equal to the initial frequency in the whole population, ancl

give a geometrical interpretation of the result when migration is not symmetric using

graph theory.

I find formulae for the fixation probabilities in several examples of general popula-

tion structures including the situation where the subpopulations are arranged with the

minimal number of links between the subpopulations (for example in a straight line).

As the number of subpopulations increases the state space of the model increases ancl it

becomes increasingly difficult to interpret the results. However it can be seen that when

migration is not symmetric the populations which produce the most migrants will have

the greatest efiect on determining the fi.xation probability because of the structule of

the weights. The geographical location of a subpopulation in the population structure,

that is whether they are on the outside or the inside of the structur-e, is not impoltant

in determining the fixation probability. The position of a subpopulation relative to the

most productive subpopulations is importa,nt in determining the fixation probabilit¡'.

Net exporters of individuals (sources) are most important in determining the frxation

probability, but if a subpopulation plovides a large proportion of the total irnmigrants

to a subpopulation which is a net exporter to the rest of the population then it will be

important even if it is not a large exporter of juveniles itself. This is because although

this population is not directly spreading individuals wiclely, it is inclirectly having its

individuals spread widely through the source subpopulation, increasing its importance

to the fixation probabilitY.

In chapter 7 I introduce selection into the model with only a single panmictic pop-

ulation of size .^ü. When selection is introduced into the model the fixatìon probabilit5'

is no longer equal to the initial frequency and the problem of fincling the fixation

probability of an allele becomes mathematically much mole difficult'

Initially I consider popuiations of size two a,nd three ancl find explicit analytic solu-
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tions for the fixation probability in terms of the model parameters and display these

graphically. Although it is theoretically possible to find explicit analytic solutions for

any value of N it becomes mathematically very difficult for larger populations' A gen-

eral matrix formula for the fixation probability is found although it is less explicit than

the formula found in the case of no selection. This formula can be solved numerically

for any given value of -fü.

I also find a matrix formula for the mean absorption time. I solve these explicitl5'

for the cases lú : 2 and .fú : 3 and give solutions in terms of the urodel parameters

and display these graphically. Once again it is theoretically possible to fincl an explicit

formula for any value of N. A general formula is given which can be soh'ed numerically

for any value of l/.

These results are compared with other models which include selection - two ap-

proximateWright-Fisher models (Moran, 1960), a diffusion moclel (Kimura, 1962) and

a Moran model (Moran, 1958). The Moran model approach gives very accurate lesults

for the fixation probability even for small values of 1ú. This model and the Moran moclel

both give results which are intermecliate between the two approximate Wright-Fisher

models.

In the second half of chapter 7, I modify the subdivicled population model of

chapters 3 and 4 and combine this with the selection model developed in the first

half of chapter 7 to create a model which includes selection in a subdivided population

model. I derive general matrix formulae which the fixation probability and the mea'n

absorption and mean fixation time must satisfy, then simplify these equations and find

a general matrix formula for the fixation probability and the mean absorption time'

Due to the large number of variables involved it is difficult to give a general inter-

pretation of these equations. The matrix forumula,e are solved numericall)' foL some

examples and compared with the results of Slatkin (1981), Maluyama (1970a) and
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Tachida and Iizuka (1gg1). Each of these authors gives results which are qualitatively

very similar. The results obtained in this chapter are intermediate between the results

of the other authors mentioned.

I also solve the equations for mean absorption time numerically for some interesting

cases. As in the case of no selection, mean absorption times are Senerally higher for'

the subdivided population than for the single population of the same size. The graphs

of mean absorption times for the subdivided and the single population show similar

qualitative behaviour. The main clifference is that when there is strong selection in

favour of an allele which is initially absent from one of the populations there is a delay

in fixation caused by having to wait for that allele to appear in the population which it

is currently absent from. This sholvs on the graph as an asymptote to 1 * l/rn u'hele

rn is the migration rate. This is another example of Slatkin's (1981) low migration

limit.

I show that when there is selection, the fixation probability is not equal to the

weighted sum of the fixation probabilities in each subpopulation considered seperatelv

as it is in the case of no selection.

In chapter 8 I remove the assumption that populations must be constant in size.

I consider a single population althougli this model could be extended to two or more

subpopulations. Initially I allow the population to vary cyclically between tvt'o sizes

Nr and Nz. General matrix equations are given for the fixation probabilities for this

case. These equations are solved numerically for two specific cases and these results

are compared to the results that would be obtained if a population of constant s\ze

equal to the effective population sìze, N., (Wright, 1931) was used.

Similarly for the mean absorption time, I solve the equatìons for two specific ex-

amples and compare these results to the results that would be obtained if a populatìon

of constant size equal to the effective population size was used.
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I find that an exact Wright-Fisher model with the effective population size. lú", is

a reasonable approximation to the results obtained when the cyclic population is usecl.

The efiective population size given by Wright (1931) appears to be an underestimate

of the true effective population size.

Following this I give general equations for the fixation pr-obability and mean absolp-

tion and mean fixation times for populations with cycles longer than two generations.

No attempt is made to solve these equations although they could lte solved numei-ically

for specific examples.

I also consider a population which fluctuates in size as a consequence of demo-

graphic stochasticity (or environmental variation) where the variation is not cyclic but

is governed by some general random pïocess. I assume that the gene frequency ha's no

efiect on the process that determines the population size, so effectively the population

size at each generation is determined without refelence to the genetic process. This

is because the aim of this thesis is to consider the effect of genetic processes, ancl the

population dynamic process at work is beyond the scope of this thesis. I flnd genelal

matrix formulae for the fixation pr.obability and the mean absorption and mean fixa.-

tion time. No attempt is made to solve these equations for any specific cases' howevèr',

these equations could be solved numerically for any given situation of interest.

9.1- Conclusions

In conclusion, I show the following r-esults in this thesis. When symmetric migration is

allowed between the subpopulations, the fixation probabilt)'is inclependent of the pop-

ulation structure and is equal to the initial frequency in the population consìdered as a

whole. When asymmetric migration is allowed between subpopulations, the structure

of the population is important in cletermining the fixation probabilities. The absolute
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magnitude of migration between populations is not important in determining the fixa-

tion probability, rather it is the relative magnitudes of the level of migration between

the subpopulations that is important in determining the fixation probability. The fix-

ation probability is equal to the weighted average of the initial frequencies in each of

the subpopulations, or equivalently, the weighted average of the fixation proabability

on each subpopulation considered separately'

In general, those populations which are sources (defined here to be net expo-,-tets

of individuals) have a greater- effect on the fixation probability than those which ai-e

sinks (defined here to be net importers of individua,ls). If a subpopulation is close to a

source subpopulation then it can have a larger impact on the fixation probabilitv than

it otherwise would if it is a large supplier of immigrants to the source subpopula,tion.

With this in mind, a subpopulation is not inhelently more important in determining

the fixation probabaility just because it is a central subpopulation to the whole sub-

population structure. Note that some authots use the terms source and sink to have

a more specific meaning - a soulce is a net exporter of individuals because of high

fecundity (see Pulliam, 1988; Tuck and Possingham, 1994).

When there is selection acting in the population, the situation can not be so easil¡,

summarised. The fixation probability is no longer equal to a weighted sum of the

initial frequency in each subpopulation, nor is it equal to a weighted sum of the fixation

probability in each subpopulation considered separately. The results for the fixation

probability in a single subpopulation are consistent with the results frorr Moran's

model. Subdividing the population slightly reduces the effect that selection has on the

fxation probability. That is, as selection is strengthened, the fixation probability for

the single population is more extreme than for the subdivided population. Subdivision

of a population also increases the mea,rì time to absorption, approximately doubling it

in the example given where there a,re six individuals in the population.
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When the size of a population varies over time, the effective population size, ly',,

is a reasonable approximation of the size that a population would have to be if it was

constant in size and had the same mean fixation times as the va.rying population. In

each of the examples given here it was a slight overestimate (of approximately 5-10%)

when compared to the exact model.

Each of these factors - subdivision, selection and varìation in size - has been ex-

amined individually to see how it affects the fixation probaility and the rnean absorption

and fixation times in a population. It would be virtually impossible to combine all of

these in a single model without resorting to simulation. By examining each of these

factors separately, it has been possible to qualitatively assess what mìght happen ìn a

model which combines all of these factors.

9.2 Implications for genetic management in rem-

nant populations

These conclusions have several important consequences for management of remnant

subpopulations in order to maintain genetic dìversity when rnigration between the

remnant subpopulations is not syrnmetlic. The implications for managers can be sum-

marised in the following four rules of thumb:

o A subdivided population loses neutral genes at a slower rate than a single popu-

lation with the same nurnber of individuals;

o In a subdivided population, selection has less effect on fixation probabilities than

in a single population of the same size, even when the habitat is homogeneous;

o If a population varies in size then it is the effective size of the population which is

important. The effective population size is generally very close to the minimnm
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population size;

o Source subpopulations dominate the genetics of a subdivided populatio¡. This

means that to conserve the genetic diversity from sink subpopulations, it marv

be necessary to transfer individuals from the sink subpopulation to the so¡rce

subpopulation in order to even out the migration and reduce the domination of

the source subpopulation.
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